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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO. TUESDAY, JULY 30, 1912.
IS IT ANY WONDER I'M BECOMING A DYSPEPTIC?
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Albuquerque, N. M., July 30. The
first state convention of the new National Progressive party has been
he'd in this city and as a result,
Miguel A. Otero has been selected as
state chairman by the convention's
state committee, with full authority
to select his own executive committee and begin at once the fight for
the principles of the platform adopted by the convention.
Now that it is all over, it need
scarcely be said, that the convention
composed of such representative men,
has come like a bolt out of a clear
sky to the old machine men who have
run things in New Mexico with such
a high hand for so nany years. To
say that they have had a good scare
411 day
3s to put it mildly.
yesterday
they were busy trying to find an
opening into the convention whereh"
they could disrupt It or cause disThat they failed and
satisfaction.
failed absolutely, has startled them.
They could not believe that such a

FURNISHES

FOOD

FOR

ALL THOSE THAT ARRIVE

PENNILESS

Washington, 1). C, July 30. The .Mexico, and they are making
their
I'nited States has again protested to' way to riachiia from their homes.
e
Of-th-

Mexican government and to
tern Orozco, lender of the revolution- ifts against attacks on American citi-- t
Gen-Jiicia-

of the Kl Paso and SouthwesTn railroad

,

cipioy nianv

making arrangements
of the Mormon men
Ben- -

necreiary inox louay omciauy re-- , sen and Tucson, Arizona
newed his notice of two months agoj
few me nare with the refugees
that the t'nited Slates would hold i:i Very
10!
Paso as yet, the men preferring
s
Mexico to strict account tor ail
to Americans or their property. to remain with their homes, but
to many of them deolire they expect to
President Madero has promised
send more troops to northern M xico. be robbed of all they have, now that
Appeals to congress to take some the disorderly element of the differaction to relieve the condition of the ent communities is thoroughly aware
All fire
American refugees from Alexico came of their hick of
in the form of a score of telegrams arms have been taken away and the
from citizens of El Paso to Senator Mormons and other Americans are at
Fall of New Alexico; Senator Smoot
mercy of any who would rob them,
and members of the house also re- - Of this, they are not so much afraid,
ITILIAN KILLER
DID CHAUFFER
The house passed of the rebels as the camp followers
(eived
HIMSELF KILLED
MURDER EMPLOYER the messages.
resolution authorizing the and that element which in any corn- secretary of war to provide tents and inunity in any country takes
Trinidad, Colo., July P.O. In full
Ala., July 30. The temporary rations at El Paso. The tage of the helpless to pillage and
view of a crowd gathered at a local
governor of Alabama this afternoon provisions will be distributed by the plunder.
announced lie would request a county military authorities there.
railway station this afternoon, Doma-t- i
The refugees have been housed
Colantonio. shot and killed Joseph
grand jury to investigate the killing' Efforts are being made to have the more comfortably than most of them
of P. J. Westliozen, after whose death $1,000,000 the unexpended balance of exnecteri the
Alatesi, another Italian who was tried
nf vi Pan on
a few months ago in the district court
1. K. lioyett, son in law of Richard Til- - money
appropriated for the Alississip- - of the Aformon church having been
and acquitted of the murder of Salva-torlis, the millionaire traction magnate, pi Hood sufferers diverted by
able to secure some immense vacant
Colantonio, a brother. Colanarrested. Westhozen died of a gress for use in relief of the American lumber sheds from which
temporary
tonio shot Alatesi in the face. He
bullet wound received while driving refugees now pouring into Kl Paso dormitories have been constructed.
was captured after a short chase.
with .Mrs.- Bo.vett. The negro chauf- - from Alexico.
The army there has The
in water, sewerage
has
Salvatore Colantonio was killed at THE MEXICAN FEDERAL ARMY DID feur was arrested this afternoon ac- - aided the sufferers by giving them and city and put
the Mormon church is
lights
Valdez, 13 miles west of here last AuOrders
for
shelter.
temporary
teniage
NOT RECEIVE REINFORCEMENTS
furnishing food to those unable to
a
gust, the murderer firing through
have been issued to send tents for
are
buy it.
Alany of the refugees
window. Matesi and Frank Alorelli
St..
OVER
AND STRUGGLED
1.000 people
from
immediately
MM
or utensils for cookwithout
clothing
were tried on circumstantial evidence.
ARIZONA PROGRESSIVES
Louis. It will be about three days beand there are rapidly being proTAINS.
IN STATE CONVENTION. X fore the
X
El ing
reaches
consignment
vided and they are being made as
V
MINORITY LEADER
Paso.
comfortable as possible.
lX Members of Roosevelt Delegation
CHARGES INDIANS
There still is no thought of armed
Associated Press dispatches today
ARE BEING ROBBED. DISPATCH SENT TO
Who Were
Unceremoniously
intervention by the United States in
Turned Out at Chicago, Take
Alexico
on that point officials are from the federal column of General
Mann Says That Money Derived From
Sanjines, stating that five days ago
positive.
DOUGLAS, ARIZONA N. Leading Part in Move.
Lane! LefBes Ars Deposited By Cf-- j
What hag been one is to repeal he was within fifteen miles of Casas
X
ficials With Arizona Banks and That1
Phoenix, Ariz., July 30. The
in more emphatic terms the injunc- Grandes, were received by the refugRed Men Get Short Changed on the
state convention of the
Las Varis, Sonora, Alex., July 25,!
tion served on the Alexican govern- ees with mingled feelings. Some bemet to(la' wi,lh tpn
Deal.
sive 'art-ment and upon Orozco himself, on lieved he would be able to drive one
courier to Douglas. Ariz., July 30.
Suffering- hjuvlshiiia :ikin tn tWo nf X OUt Of a total of fourteen COllll14,
April
against mistreatment of the rebels and restore order in their
Washington, D. C, July 30. When Napoleou and his soldiers in crossing
ties, represented. The conven- American citizens and interference colonies, but others feared that, in as
the house today took up the confer- the Alps, the Mexican federal column
non was canenio oruer uy
much as he had not yet appeared at
with American property in Alexico.
ence report on the Indian appropria- of General
Dwight B. Hard, of Phoenix,
As in the first instance the state Casas Grandes, after being only fifty
Sanjines has crossed the
leauer of the delegation which
Socorro county:
H. W. Boutwell, tion bill, Alinority Leader Alann Sierra Madres, the Mexican Alps, and
department is silent as to what will mi'es distant, a few days ago, that
was denied seats in the repubiiSolomon Baca, John T. Terry, Abe-- ; charged that certain senate amend- - is now- - within fiftv miles of Casas
be done by the United States govern- he might have met defeat, since they
lino Romero, C. B. Pennington, H. L. ments operated to rob the Indians of crandes, the rebel
ment if the warning is disregarded.
of Sonora. ' can national convention. Thomas
know the rebels went out in strong
capitol
D. Alolley, was made temporary
Beagle, Constancio Miera, J. T. Stone- - their inheritance. He referred specif- - The eoUmln left A,,., p,.iflt, sonora
EI Paso, Texas, J.i'.y 30. Several numbers on Saturday last to meet
one
for
and
Donald
to
amendment
chairman
ically
king.
providing
Cliugan,
nd traveed solltheast.
hundred more women and children re- him.
It is now at
N temporary secretary.
Taos county:
T. P. Alartin, A. R. the deposit of Indian lease money now I,as Varias on the eastern
fugees from the rebel war zone in
slope of
Juarez, ATex., July 30. Governor
Manby, Alfredo Trujillo, Miguel A. in the hands of officials, with the the
divide.
continental
General
northern Alexico ra;bed Kl Paso this Felix Gutierrez, and Secretary of
reno
and
for
restriction
provision
Tenorio, J. Dalio Cordova,
Alfred,
the State Jose Alaria Ponce de Leon, of
lilanco, with five hundred federals is
morning at 2 o'clock, swelling
Aliraman.
payment.
at Ojitos, twenty miles away on the
'colony now in El Paso to over 1200 the rebel government of the state of
Torrance county: Julius Meyer,!
ranch owned by Admiral Lord Chas.
women and children.
Chihuahua, have not been at their ofALLEGED MURDERESS IS
Angus McGillivray, G. H. Van Stone,
Bersford of England.
fices in Juarez since early yesterday.
Alormon
additional
hundred
Five
Ross Garcia.
BRUCE 1SMAY WAS NOT: Only a small detachment of federals!
to the border The rebel officers say the governor is
refugees are en ro'-tValencia county:
Wm. M. Berger,
by wagon from Colnnla Diaz. These ill, but a report is current that they
jwas left behind General Sanjines, at
PRETTILY GOWNED
J. W. Beardsley, C. O. Hill, John W.
iColonia Oaxaca, with pack trains. All
Mormons are directly south of the have left the city, for the United
A
COWARD
Craig, F. L. Walrath, R. G. Alarmon,
the federals that could be mustered in
line from Hachita, New States.
International
Frank Henson, F. W. Campbell.
northern Sonora, are now here, ready-tThe committee on permanent orOF
GRACE
ACCUSED
SHOT
MRS.
HAVING
march to Ojitos, for mobilization
ganization reported the name of Je- ENGLISH COURT WHICH INVESTIGATED and then to advance to Casas Gran- APDARROW IS GOOD
HER
mg.'
AND WOUNDED
HUSBAND
sus Romero of Bernalillo county for
"I did not until he was arrested."
WITNESS IN HIS
SINKING QF TITANIC
DECLARED THAT de:, the r.eb.el f amtalpermanent chairman, George H. Van
A PARISIAN
IN
PEARS
COURT
WEARING
"Did you see Job Ifarrlman
rebels, several hundred strong
that
TODAY.
BEHALF
OWN
Stone of Torrance county, secretary,
DIRECTOR
WHO ESCAPED
IN BOAT with cannon and
rapid fire guns, left
day?"
CREATION OF BLACK SILK
and W. AI. Berger, assistant secretary.
Casas Grandest Saturday for Ojitos.
"I did not."
DID PROPER THING
He Refutes One of Most Damaging
A committee of three escorted
Mr.'
having heard (hat General Blanco was
Pieces of Evidence Against Him By
defendant mane similar denials
The
Romero to the platform. Air. Romero1
there. It seems probable that a bat- Atlanta, Ga., July 30. How Airs,
That He Gave Check to lo every point in Franklin's testimony
was greeted with applause as Col.
Declaring
30.
reb-thThe judgment of! tie may have been fought, as the
London, July
Daisy Grace, on trial here accused
Franklin as Wages,
Prichard presented him to the conwhich involved him in any way.
British board of trade court of in-- ; els had but fifty miles to traverse to of attempting to kill her husband.
vention,
The witness gav. a graphic deinto the disaster to the White reach the point at. which the federals once declared that if
quiry
Los Angeles, Cal., July 30, Refuta- scription of the arrest of Franklin
anybody had
"I desire to tell," said Air. Romero,; Star liner Titanic which sank in mid-- were to rendezvous.
shot Grace, it was "J. C," a negro tion of one of the most damaging which he viewed, arriving at the
"that in choosing me as your per ocean with
l,o!7 souls alter collision!
j ne expectea
reinforcements from imtler
wciiif tni n nn thj aianit accusations of Bert H. Franklin that scenp he said, accidentally,
manent chairman, you have made a with an
while
will
be, southern Sonora for the Sanjines bv Air's. S. L. Hill Grace's
iceberg on. April 14,
Mrs. Clarence S. Darrow had first talked ,Qn )he
mistake. It Is a mistake, not because
way tQ JoD Harriman's office,
Lord Merzey, command did not materialize.
today
by
pronounced
The!
Oc,
Grace arrived at the Hill home in with him about bribing jurors on
I do not appreciate the honor deeply,
k f . j.1ftftnn whif.h hp eava
Th
the
judge before a large au-- j advance of the rebel column of
Ga., testified Mrs. Hill and tober 5, 1911, and had given him a O. A. Tveitmoe, and which the latter
but because I am not accustomed to Ule,"-e-presiding
leral Antonio Rojas into southern So- was informed that Grace had been check for that purpose on the follow-- i
public speaking and I feel that in this
was not
cashed in San Francisco,
The court finds that me collision nora through Dolores made it neces- - sil0t jn his home.
splendid assembly, there are many
ing day was furn'shed by the de- used for any corrupt purpose,
but
aue
to
to
excessive
tnese
mai
retain
in
the
troops
speed;
more capable for this position
than jwas
said she did not believe it," fendant when he resumed the stand was given to Tveitmoe to defray ex"Daisy
south.
was
not
watch
that
For
several
thej
a
command
kept;
days,
trial tor allegeu oriueiy. penses of the McNimara case in that
myself. I wish only to tell you that proper
two hundred rebels has kept in jshe said, "I told Daisy I was afraid todaly in his
I stand now, as I have always stood, Leyland liner Californian might have of
It was in the form of a cancelled city, according to the witness. Tveithimself."
had
shot,
Gene
accidentally
reached the Titanic if she attempted touch with the federals of General
for honest,
representative governshe said Mrs. 'check dated October 4, 1911, the day moe told him, he satd, that organized
Sanjines' column, apparently feeling i"lf anyone shot Gene,"
ment and that you will always find to do SO.
Grace declared, "it was 'J. C.,.' (tin before the al'eged 'criminating con- labor in San Francisco had expended'
exonerates
out
J.
court
of
his
The
Some
of
federal
the
inquiry
strength.
me in the thickest of the fray. I will
anu
two
oeiore
meuaie
versation
clays
he
between $25,000 and $30,000 for the
nearly
Yesterday
Bruce Ismay, chairman and managing omcials believe the rebels are too! negro but'en
" McNamara defense.
preside over this convention with abfor the federals and that it was Deat Martna t0 (,eam an(1 l'ene
solute fairness to all and I thank you director of the White Star line, and strong
"Tveitmoe asked jie to reimburse
im
Sir Cosme Duff Gordon, one of the a mistake of the war department to him if he touched her again ne would ;ceneu uie cnei iv.
sincerely for this high honor.''
duced in evidence bore the etidorse- - them." said Darrow. "The check wa3
im-- ,
wear his cane out on hiin."
send
of
from
column
their
into
Chihuahua
charges
any
passengers,
The emblem committee after a dis-- '
Franklin.
given Tveitmoe for that purpose and
without reinforcements.
Asked as to whether Airs. Trace mett of
cussion as to a fitting emblem, adopt-;e- proper conduct.
1 ne cnccK
hiiuiu- - no other."
rrauhiiu,
given
the
insurance
Vi;rl
ovan
nlimit
ennkon
The trip over the mountain was acLord Alerzey's judgment is a formal
a design by Alajor Ruppe, the
Harrow, was for his services
"The very gross companied by many severe hardships. witness said Mrs. Grace one, remark - nnd t0services
Goddess of Liberty bearing aloft a legal document.
of the detectives and
NEW ROAD TO BE OPENED.
The two cannon had to be taken apart ed on November 11, "that she thought
shief on which was inscribed "Equal charge against Sir
had been requested for these purposired
lor
ins
men
should
life
to
and
have
Gene
bribed
boat
he
don
the
his
that
mules
and
times
at
dragged by
Rights to All." This emblem was
Franklin.
Denver, Colo., July 30. By next
Next month. Aire. es by
row away from drowning people is soldiers had to lift the cannon over her protection."
adopted by the convention.
proDecember,
according to C. P. Allen,
Fredericks,
District
Attorney
At'
I
the same time think rocks in the train, progressing but a Hill said, her daughter told her that
The following resolutions were re- (unfounded.
tested against what he asserted was chairman of the highway commission,
few feet at a time.
Grace had had his life insured.
ported by the resolutions committee if he had encouraged the men to
He asked the road between Aleeker, Colorado,
o speech by the defendant.
to where the Titanic had foundand amidst continuous applause, they
General Sanjines will not remain
Grace again attended the trial toand Vernal, Vtah, now declared to be
were read by Mr. Studley from the ered they probably would have made here any louger than necessary to day in spite of the intense heat. Mrs. that Darrow be treated as any other
impassable, will be improved so the
arose
A
violent
witness.
controversy
have
so
could
do
and
to
effort
rest his men. He will move forward Grace came to court unaccompanied.
platform and unanimously adopted: ,an
highway will be open through the
sat
defendant
which
the
some
lives.
STATE PROGRESSIVE PLATFORM. saved
for Ojitos or Casas Grandes at once. She wore a black silk dress, a new through
entire year.
"The attack on J. Bruce Ismay,"
Be It resolved by the New Mexico
Parisian "pompadour pannier" crea- smiling and apparently unconcerned.
had
The witness said that Bain
State Progressive Convention, as- concluded the judge, "resolved itself
tion. Her head was almost completeof frequent confersembled in the City of Albuquerque, into the suggestion that occupying the
ly hidden from the curious crowd, been the subject
JOHNSON TO KEYNOTE ALSO, X
counsel
position of managing director of the
mostly women, by an expansive Pana- ences between McNamara
July 29, 1912, as follows:
WILLING TO NEGOTIATE.
New York, July 30. Senator X
and Franklin during the long period
ma hat.
We again proc'aim that we believe line some moral duty was Imposed
Dixon said Gov. Hiram Johnson X
a seat in the jury box
he
occupied
that the source of all political power upon him to await on board until the
Constantinople,
July 30.- The
is in the people, and not in political vessel foundered. I do not agree. He
Turkish government is willing to X
S Georgf
the speeches seconding the norn- - X
would merely have added1 one more
N. LockwoKthe cSgfupon
bosses, therefore, we are unwavering
enter into peace negotiations
X
ARKANSAS PROGRESSIVES.
to
the
lost."
number
life
S
in our devotion
to the proposition
with Italy if they are conducted X X
X which Darrow is on trial, he denied 'X Senator
The recommendations oT the court
he had ever discussed the cor- - u or
that
that this state should have a law by include
manner
in
a
X
30.
It
X
with
Little
Ark.,
Rock,
compatible
July
the fallowing; The board of
which the voters of the state can exf lauiwiu X A democrat probably, John M. X
con- - X r jpilOn Ol 1jOURWU"U WUU
Turkey's honor and dignity and X X The Arkansas progressive
trade should investigate the practicaof any one else.
press their preference for president bility of providing
her rights are adequately safe- X vention here today
X Parker of New Orleans will be X
planned to X or that
in
ships,
"Did you give Lockwood $4,000 on X
and
of the United addition to their water
This was announced
X name a full quota of delegates X
trans- X guarded.
permanent chairman of the na- - X
.
no
n
rA
i
tight
it.
.
v...t,AH
me
States In advance of the nomination verse bulkheads with a double skin
in the chamber of deputies here
morning ui
at X
Uonal progregslve convention in X
X to the National convention
of candidates for those offices; and carried above the water line or with X today during the reading ol the
X Chicago, August 5, and to in- - X Rogers.
Chicago, said Senator Dixon, Col- - X
until the people can vote directly for a longitudinal
"I did not," wag the emphatic re- - x onel Roosevelt'
1
X struct for Roosevelt as the preai- - X
manager to-- X
vericle water tight X new ministerial program.
58
X ply.
bulkhead on each side ot the vessel
X X dential nominee.
Xday.
(Continued on Page Four.)
"Did you see Franklin that morn- ISXXXJCXXXXXXXXXXS
or with both.
uaiu-age-
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Credentials! J. A. Leahy, Jesus Romero, G. H. Van Stone. F. W. Campbell and E. C. Burke.
A.
Permanent
M.
Organization
Otero, Bonifacio Montoya, C. A. White-hil- l,
M. S. Otero and J. B. Burg.
Resolutions
Elmer E.
Studley,
Modesto C. Ortiz, John W. Terry, C.

MORMON CHURCH

-

sac-ces-

tees were:

CONVENTION

II. Stern and W. H. Kinnon.
Emblem B. Ruppe, C. G. Given,'
Salvador Manuel Garcia, M. C. de
Baca and Nicolas Montoya.
The convention then recessed for
twenty minutes. The committee on
credentials reported the following
roll:
The delegates were:
Bernalillo
Perfect o Ar-- '
county:
mijo. Rev. J. H. Heald, W. H. H. Aliison, Tomas A. Gurule, Alfred Gruns- 1'eld, Jesus Romero, Felipe Armijo, W.
H. Gillemvater, M. C.
Ortiz, John
Baron Burg, Poliearpio Armijo. A. K.
Walker. 'Justiniano Gutierrez, AI. R.
Springer, N. G. McCroden, A. Matteuc-- i
ci, D. H. Boatright, Aleliton S. Otero,
A. C. Burtless, Jose Sabedra y Jara-- !
millo, Lorenz
Azario, Salvador M.
Garcia, Atanacio
Alontoja and B.
Ruppe.
Chaves county:
H. H. Keith, Fred
Miller, T. A. Stancliff, A. E. Macy,
W. A. Vickers.
Colfax county: H. W. Clark, O. A.
Young. C. A. Whited, E. E. Studley, A.
C. Price. Daniel Sandoval, J.
Leahv,
R. C. Alford.
Grant county: Alford W. Cooloy,
Charles G. Given, A. V. Alorningtsar,
W. H. Kimon, J. A. Leahy.
C. H. Stearns,
Guadalupe county:
W. H. Parker, Juan J. Clancy, E. A.
Hiesell, Julius Morse.
MoKinley county: J. H. AIcAdanis,
C. C. Manning.
Jlora county: Fred S. Brown. S. R.
Crowe, E. J. H. Roy, M. Trobougl), A.
S. Buslikevitz, A. R. Davis; W. F. K.
Walkowiak.
Otero county: Frank W. Beach, D.
A. Fiibley, J. H. Nixon.
Quay county: T. E. K. Diehl, O. 0.
Gregg, Wm. M. Keys, C. II. Connell,
R. L. Gray.
Sandoval
Marcos C. de
county:
Bfcea. Bonifacio Montoya, Juan Do- minguez, Celso Sandoval, J. Felipe
Silva.
Santa Fe county: M. A. Otero, G.
W. Prichard, Ramon Martinez, Ursu- lo Borrego, Nicholas Alontoya, J. M.
Gonzales, Fritz Aluller, Charles Sirin-go- .

DELEGATES TO CHICAGO.
Atigiel A. Otero of Santa Fe
county; John Baron Burg of BerC. de
nalillo county;
Marcos
county, and
Baca, Sandoval
George Curry of Otero county.
ALTERNATES.
W. M. Berger, Valencia county; W. Frank Valkowaik of Mora
county; Jeremiah Leahy of Colfax county; and J. J. Moise of
Guadalupe county.
STATE CHAIRMAN.
Miguel A. Otero of Santa Fe
county, with authority to name
executive committee and open
campaign at once.
PARTY EMBLEM.
Goddess of Liberty,
bearing
shief inscribed "Equal Rights to
all."
LEAVE AT ONCE.
"We will leave at once for Chicago," said Governor Otero today. "We want to get in touch
with the national committee at
the earliest possible moment.
The convention was a big
It shows that the people
are awake to the situation.
The
campaign has now begun."
BURKE IS HONORED.
E. C. Burke of Santa Fe was
unanimously chosen as chairman
of the Santa Fe delegation to the
Progressive state convention at
Albuquerque yesterday.

force could be got together
"such short notice.
The convention of yesterday was a
It
remarkable one in New Mexico.
was remarkable for the absolute harmony, the unanimity of purpose and
the methods whereby its will was
carried into effect. There were no political bosses and jobsters slinking
about the hall. The soft tread of the
It was a
gumshoe was not present.
convention wide open, where every
man's voice was heard, where every
man's vote was counted, where the
unit rule and the gag tactics of the
old line parties were not known;
where the delegates and not a secret machine hidden in some hotel
room, ran the convention and where
the resolutions were drawn upon
The
principles and not for office.
delegates were without exception, an
earnest, businesslike set of men attending the convention in the interests of no corporation, no mining company, no railroad but there because
they had at last realized that they
had absolutely no chance of working
out the much needed reforms through
either of the old parties and that only
through a new deal could the common citizens of this long suffering
state secure their rights.
As stated in last night's dispatches
Col. George W". Prichard was the
unanimous choice of the convention
for temporary chairman. G. H. Van
Stone was made temporary secretary
and Col. William M. Berger editor of
the Belen Tribune and a veteran re
publican, was made assistant secre
tary. These officers conducted the
temporary organization of the convention with absolute fairness and courtesy towards all.
This was especially
noticeable,
when Chairman Prichard, after the
convention had, by ballot, Instructed
him to name five members each on
the various committees, asked that
instead the delegates furnish him the
names which was done. The commit-
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PAGF TWO

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
BABY

The Little Stored

NEEDS WATCHING
IN SUMMER TIME

Their Little Stomachs Get Out
of Order Easily in Hot

TUESDAY, JULY 30, 1912.

HELEN GOULD
SHOULD MARRY BLOTCHES

si

Grand Junction, Colo., July 30. Unof Miss
by the comment
V Helen Gould
upon his recent sermon
Mothers should watch closely the
in which he said old maids should be
condition of the children's bowels.
isolated on a barren island as a waste
bowels
babies especially. Keep the
the Rev. E'mer V. Huft'er of
regular and much of the illness to product,
inwhich children are most susceptible in the First Christian church today
sisted that old ma'ds are a detriment
summer can be prevented.
The most prevalent symptoms are and a menace to society and advised
and diarrhoea.
When Miss Gould to seek a mate incognito
constipation
waste from the stomach congests in in the backwoods.
"Miss Go ild is a noble woman," he
the bowels and makes your little one
would be
feverish and fretful, with a feeling of said, "but her nobleness
heaviness or languor, try giving it a greatly enhanced were she married. I
spoonful of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pep- - don't attempt to dictate to Miss Gould
sin at bedtime. By morning this pleas-- what she should or should not do.
ant, mild laxative will act gently, yet 'Miss Gould has done more good for
positively, and restore normal condi- - humanity than any other bachelor
tions. This simple, natural remedy is gh-- i in this age and she can still do
also invaluable in checking summer unlimited good. No woman has done
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
diarrhoea. By thoroughly cleansing ner duty t0 the wor!d UIltii she has
WITH
ALL CASH
tne Dowels, tne ioreign matter ana DOrne children.
PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
poisons tnat irritate ana inname tnei ..Miss Gould is in . ,)ecuiiar condi
tissues are eliminated. Don't torture tion because of her riches. She canthe child with harsh cathartic, purga-- j not be sure she is being wooed for
tive or astringent remedies, that up- - love alone. The only way to solve
set the whole system, and at best only this
problem is for Miss Gould to acrelieve temporarily. Dr. Caldwell's
a job in the backwoods incognito.
cept
Syrup Pepsin, while positive in its ef- Here she
might find the right one, a
or
and
without
acts
feet,
griping
gently
industrious man, who would
righteous,
condinormal
discomfort, restoring
love her for her true self and not fot
tions.
In using Syrup Pepsin for children wealth. Her riches have handicap-ceSole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
her in the real enjoyment of life,
the mother can feel perfectly safe, as
no opiates or narcotic and I dare say she is not as happy
contains
it
ALFALFA SEED. AH kinds of flowers,
garden & field seeds in bulk and packages drug, being a combination of simple in her private car with her maids as
laxative herbs with pepsin. By carry- - i my servant girl.
"If Miss GouM wants two weeks of
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
ing off the dislodged tissues of mucous
membrane that inname the nasal pass- real enjoyment, two weeks of real hapages it will nuickly break the "sum- - piness, let her disguise herself as a
mer cold" that is so annoying. Dr. waitress and seek work in a cheap
Phone Black
Phone Black Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is sold by restaurant, let her clerk in a store, or
druggists for fifty cents a bottle the work as a chambermaid, anything so
larger family size, one dollar. A free long as she earns her own living and
trial bottle, postpaid, can be obtained lives on less than $10 a week."
by writing to Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 400
NO DOWNY BED- Washington St., Monticello, Illinois.
Dawson Coal
IN
FOR SOLDIERS
Sawed Wood
El Toro
A MIMIC WARFARE.

Weather.

DRY ANDJCALY

V daunted

Again Reminds You of the Superior

Eczema Began in Hair, Spread to
Face. Came on Hand and All Over
Cuti-cu- ra
Fingers. Itching Terrible.
Soap and Ointment Cured,

Quality and Large Variety of the

" Soltaire " Goods.

IN

GROCERY

fit J"

LEO HERSCH

lola

p

45

PORTLAND CEMENT

NEW DAIRY

J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
R.

!AI1
Phone, Red

IOO

AT DEMING
Denting, X. M., July 30. Albert
Ernst, who has developed a farm a
short distance southwest of Deming,
land who was formerly a dairyman ot
Louisville, Ky., is very enthusiastic
concerning the possibilities of the
dairy business here. He states that
he will put in a silo this fall capable
jof holding feed for twenty or twenty- live cows tor seven monuns. ne
thinks the above ground silo is not
the proper one to meet conditions
here. He intends to install an under- ground silo mteen teet in aiametei
and thirty feet deep. The sand and
gravel which ne win lane irom uie
excavation will be, he says, ample for
making the concrete with wincn lie
will line the same, so the entire ex
pense win ue meieiy urni ui
jvation and the cost of the cement and.
iw
tne lining 01 me eitavaiiuu
concrete.
"With the above ground
have
silo,'' says Mr. Ernst, "you must
'at least a twenty horsepower engine
tor blowing the material into the top
unaer-- ;
YVitn thA
of the structure.
eround silo, on the other hand, a five
horsepower will be sufficient for cutit
and
feed
the
green
emptying
ting
tho
Regarding the proper crop for ensilage, Mr. Ernst says: "Milo maize
I believe is the ideal crop.
It con- tains about the proper proportion of
stalk and grain. With Indian corn,

Kinds of Building Materials.

Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
333 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.

Phone, Red

100

Phone, Red

VMHOHHBBHBiai

100

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

WHOLESALE

Wood

AND RETAIL
SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
CERR1LLOS LUMP
SAWED WOOD
'
STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.

'

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

FIRST CLASS

LINE

This year
ery camp convenience.
the officers and dip", will work on a
striet war basig and not carrv any.
tlling except absolute necessities.
Tne or(jers regarding the equipment
Q. the guard were issUPd hy the adju.
tant general todav The nfflcprs and
mpn of each company
nave only
one wagon to carry the tents and
camp equipment.
Only shelter tents
wi, bg carried fQr
enIist(J
e

wall tent for three men, instead of a
tent for each, and staff officers will
have a tent for two men.
Officers' baggage will be confined to

TO

j

.i

,

.d

SOUR WAY OF DOING

BUSI-

BUSINESS

OUR

IS

SOON

GOING TO BLOW OU.

WE ARE HERE TO STAY, BY CARRYING

WHAT THE PEOPLE

WANT AND BY DOING A SQUARE

BUSI-

NESS.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Phone

14.

If

Itt

Phone

Hardware We Have It.

1

Babuls.

voice

Every woman's heart responds to
charm and sweetness of a baby's
voice, because nature intended her for
motherhood.
But even the loving
nature of a mother shrinks from the
ordeal because such a time is usually
a period of suffering and danger.
Women who use Mother's Friend ara
saved much discomfort and suffering,
and their systems, being thoroughly
prepared by this great remedy, are
in a healthy condition to meet the
uult; wim me jeasi ussium buucuu
Mother's Friend is
and danger.
recommended only for the relief and
comfort of expectant mothers; it Is in
no sense a remedy for various Ills,
but its many years of success, and
the thousands of endorsements re-- !
celved from women who have used it
are a guarantee of the benefit to ba
derived from its use.
This remedy
does not accomplish wonders but sim-- 1
p'y assists nature to perfect its work.
Mother's Friend allays nausea, pre
vents caking of

contributes
to
strong,
healthy

REAL ESTATE

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.

IleghtII
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern homeand why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

IN

Mother's Friend Is sold
motherhood.
at drug stores. Write for our free
book for expectant mothers.
CO.. AtimU.

C

moWaiiTvTew ranch.
Formerly Known as Windsor Ranch,
COWLES, N.

tlNDER

M.

W

'

-j

Or-

ed 76

Or. Phone No.

For Full Information Call,

lottier5
Plfaigtl A

BRADF1ELD REGULATOR

cnSnB26kBMf-

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

the

the breasts, and

WATER

FE

FRANK M. JONES.

RIVEK),

(P?;COS

NEW (MANAGEMENT,

POWER

Huntlnit. FishiuK a Diane where soortsmen
may take their families.
Clean, pleasant
rooms, tine table and service. Games, camp
tires, postoflice and store. Write for booklet.

RITZHEIMER

&

MATTY, Props.

NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND

IS QUITE SO

EXPRESS LINE.

the button and
is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
hurried breakfast, your vacu-ui- r.
for
the
re'idy
cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
rendy to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ght' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

NOTHING as to touch

Phone Red 161.
Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drugstore

loco-excep-

THE ALBANY HOTEL

?

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
Kinds
Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger

JULIUS

i

TER

The Tailor

n

t

I

Why Import Mineral Water

un-tin- g

This is something new
a
Hotel.
rooms
with bath,
and $3.00 per
Larger
one
these
moderate
rooms
day. Try
with bath, and you
Fire
pleased.
Proof Annex, every room with batb.

PRICES

WE ARE NOT AFRAID THAT

Case-Stos-

-

AT LITTLE

TO PRICES ON HARDWARE. .A BIG

NESS.

-

1

Restaurant

BUSINESS

THE

J. R. CREATH,

S

WE SOCK THE KNIFE IN

'

RIGS.

LIVERY

on my face, dry and scaly, not

will cause the upper part of the tires
In
to rub against the mudguards.
chain-drivecars the driving-chain- s
often cause injury of a somewhat similar nature. If they are slack, a
:
I
WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
swinging motion will cause them to
strike the sides of the tires. If the
Only Shelter Tents, a Bedding Roll chain line is too close to the wheels or
and Ciohting Rd' Will Be Allowed if the chain bolls are too long the enAll
of
Provis- velope will be marked with oblique
The Enlisted Men Scant
Ale
ions for Officers,
scratches. These cuts are crossed at
first
ZD.
There will regular intervals, being produced
Topeka, Ks., July
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
be no downy beds for the members when the bolts strike the upper and
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
of the Kansas National Guard in the again when they strike the lower part
joint maneuvers to be held between of the tire walls. All these matters
CO.
SANTA
MINERAL
Olathe and Leavenworth, August 19. require the motorist's careful
At former army maneuvers at Fort
Riley the officers and men were al- lowed cots and other bedding and ev- -

uooks ana personal equipment as is
necessary.
In no case
Persona! baggage of
officers exceed the authorized allow- anceTrunks, chests and boxes are
not authorized and will not be carried.
Hlnd baes may be taken in case of
those officers who have not provided
Successor to
e
themselves with clothing rolls.
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
is too much forage in propor-- ; listed men will use the shelter tent,
tion to the amount of grain it yields. Camp cots and bedsacks will not be
-On twenty acres I can grow enough taken.
Everyone shou'd provide
himself
milo maize to feed about thirty cows,
With the prevailing prices of milk and with a well broken pair of walking
Also First-Clas- s
Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
cream, I can see no reason why dairy-- j shoes with heavy soles, broad toes
Light soles and narrow
ir.g should not be a very profitable and heels.
Phone Main 139
310 Sao Fracisco St.
business here." Mr. Ernst has an ir-- toes will ruin the feet on the first
Too much attention cannot
1,000 march.
rigation well which delivers
SANTA FE, N. M.
While the
gallons of water per minute, the pump be given to the footgear.
being operated with an electric mo- - marching will be less than half of
tor. He has fifteen acres in alfalfa, what is ordinarily expected of regu- and tihirty acres in feed crops and lar troops, still there will be some
He came here about two marching in the hot sun.
vegetables.
WOODY
STAGE
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
years ago, and states that he is greatilv pleased with the change from Louis-POINTERS FOR THE MOTORIST
La Salle
jville, Ky., here.
BARRANCA
TAOS
Workmen will, begin in a few days HOW BRAKES OFTEN CAUSE TIRE
CHAS. OANN, Prop.
TROUBLE.
Meets Both North South tearing down the old wall of the Bak- er building on the corner of Spruce
Sudden braking is harmful to tires,
Telephone II.
Bounds Trains.
'street and Silver avenue, which will it o,,oD v,
j
Ub uraggeu
j
lu v.
...
Leave Harrinn n th. arrival l ue
,
Two Doors Below p. Andrews Store.
repiaceu uy a new uncii wan wnu over the eround. with fho rAsnlt that
Regular Meals 25 cents.
the north bound train and arrives at brick and cornices to match those ot ithe tire treads are
quickly worn away,
Rooms for Pent 2Sc and 60c.
Taos at 7 p. m.
the new adjoining Baker building ou Occasionally motorists apply their
Short Orders at A.11 Hours.
Ten miles shorter than any other Spruce street, now occupied by the iakes so forcibly that the wheels
s
Land are locked. No only is this absolute-Co.- ,
nacks and good Birchfield millinery,
way. Good cover
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
and Dr. Hoffman and Dr. Xoir. jy ruinous to envelopes, but
teams.
Fare
Teams
round
$5.00
trip.
KTrencA Noodle Order JOc, a
according
dlsn,
furnished eommercal men to take In The inside of the building will also: to the Michelin Tire man, it is not
Hew Yrk Chop Suey 50a
the surrounding towns. Wlr E'.nbuda be renovated.
generally the quickest wav to stop a
v Station.
i ue uoaiu oi unrciurs oi iue cuam-- ; car. A demonstration of the
her of commerce had a called meeting 'principle is often seen in
starting
today, having failed to meet at the railroad train. If Che thrntti i
regular hour last Tuesday. Nothing
the
wheels
t
suddenly
of the
routine business was transact- - motive will spin around without grip-ed- l
'P'ng the rails and the train stands
M. J. Garrett, secretary and treas-- ! still, whereas if the steam be
applied
urer of the La Union Community slowly the cars are set in motion
at
Ditch Co., announces his intention of ence.
coming to the Mimbres valley and set- Moreover, if the brakes act with
Rooms With Bath
out a forty acre orchard this fall, equal force, tire trouble is
$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day
likely to
Duncan Matheson, of Mesilla sult. One of the wheels will
probably
Park, has been chosen by the Presby-rufree, while the other is checked
terian church as pastor for the ensu- - suddenly. The tire on the latter
ing year. Rev. Matheson is now on wheel will soon show siirna nf
la vacation in California,
If the springs are weak, bad
jars
The county surveyor, Edward M.
Carter, has just completed a map of State of Ohio, city of Toledo.
Luna county showing all roads, tele- ss.
graph and telephone lines,
power
for
Lucas count.
Denver
transmission lines, railroads, towns,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
and irrigation ditches.
$2.50
is senior partner of the firm of P. J.
Representative S. J. Smith is advo Cheney & Co., doing business in the
of
priced
cating the
purchasing of City of Toledo,
and State
fuel oil by the farmers of the county. flfnrpRnfri anA thatCounty :.
in
will be
New
DI"U ",m
'
He urate that a rpflt Eavlno- - nn h
HUNDRED DOL-effected In this way.
ivt camv auu cveij' case OI Utt- A. B. Shadinger of Columbus, N. M.,
tarrh
that
has filed a mandamus suit to compel of HALL'S cannot be cured by the use
CATARRH CURE.
the county clerk to issue to him a
FRANK J. CHENEY.
license to do a saloon business in Co.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
lunibus. The hearing is set for July
to my presence, this 6th day of De31, before Judge Colin Xeblett.
cember, A. D. 188G.
A. W. GLEASON.
Let Him Know It If you are out of (Seal)
Notary Public
puaiuuu, ;uu iuubl let me employer
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter
You cannot get up to date printing
You cannot get up to date printing know it. A want advertisement in the
nally and acts directly upon the blood
unless you have
material jnless you have
material ness and professional men in the city
and faculties. aThe New Mexican and facilities. The New Mexican and county and a great many in the and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials, free.
Printing Company has both, and at Printing Company has both, and at state. If you have any special talF. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
the same time expert mechanics. Tour the same time expert mechanics ent, do not hide it under a bushel.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
orders are always assured personal at Vour orders are always assured per
Today's news today, You get it in
Take
Hall's Family Pills for consM- sonal attention.
tentlon.
the New Mexican.
pation.

THE STAR BARN

i 111 33

M large; on my scalp they were

larger, some scabby. They
came on my hands. The In
side of my hands were all little
lumps as though full of shot
of an inch
about
under the skin. Then they
went to the ouuide and between and all
over my fingers. It also began on the
bottoms of my feet and the calves of my
legs, and itch, oh. My! I never bad anything like it and hope I never will again.
The itching was terrible. My hands got so
I could scarcely work.
"I tried different eczema ointments but
without results. I also took medicine for it
but It did no good. I saw the advertisement
for a sample of Cuticura Ointment and Soap
and sent for one. They did me so much
good I bought some more using them as
per directions and in about three weeks I
was well again. Cuticura Soap and Ointment entirely cured me." (Signed) BenJ.
Passage, Apr. 8, 1912.
A single cake of Cuticura Soap (25c.) and
box of Cuticura Ointment (50c.) are often
Sold
sufficient when all else has failed
throughout the world. Liberal sample of
each mailed free, with 32-- Skin Book. Address post-car- d
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
"Tender-face- d
men should use Cuticura
Soap Shaving Stick, 25c. Sample free.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

45

v

time tast summer I was taken with eczema.
It began in my hair first with red blotches
then scaly, spreading to my
face. The blotches were red

GO

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

$

sits

"Some

205 Kanter Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Always the Leader

1

TER

4m

FACL

ON

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

Will clean, press, repair

alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at
or

reasonable

prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

and

Gents Custom

Cycle NOW
Pope Motor
Power
4 Horse

A

Made Suits, Overcoats,

PRICE, $165.00
Magneto.trouble
With Importeda doubt
with

Motorcycle without
left at the factory.

Skirts or Riding Suits.

Phone. Black 223.

doods Called for and Deilveret

Street

104

LIGHT. SILENT AND RELIABLE.

Aventc.

AwningsandScreensmade
to order by one who knows
Fruit Ladders a
how.

J.F.RHOADS
Gallsteo

cities in Europe and Americ

Washington

Porch, Park
and Lawn Sets, Swings,

specialty.

Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest
101

IS THE TIME to

i

ASH BRbS..'Agts.,

Santa Fe.

Subscribe for th Santa Fe New
M x lean, the paper that boosts all ot
rim ime and works for the upbuild-- i
t our new Stat

Telephone

157 W.

::

SANTA

F E, N. M

It will not pay you tc, waste your
tiem writing out youi legal form
when you can get them already pHntr
ed at the New Mexican Printing
Company.

,
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

:

Round Trip From

Santa

July 19th to Angust 2nd,

RICH

1912.

YORK.

CARDS

The Latest
Thing in Stoves

17-1-

For a midnight supper, as for any other meal at
time, the very latest thing in stoves
that stove-artis- ts
can do is a

No Ashes

It Concen-

trates Heat
-- Alb

Waste

It is Handy

Dirt

No

D. MOULTON,
.

It is Ready

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. 0.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty

Ho

Ddcy

Oil

e

handier than coal, cheaper than

and

The New Perfection Stove is handsomely finished
with cabinet top, drc.p shelves, lowel
Made with , 2 or 3 burners.
All dealers carry the New Perfection Stove,
hree
with every stove. Cook-Pooalso
in nickel,
racu, etc.

given to anyone sending 5 cents to cover mailing cost.

OIL CO.

Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne,
Boise, Salt Lake City

-

1

orlEETHAM,
.
Practice in all the Courts and Be

eHoflUTAUQUafl

tS.

Saturday, July 27th, Archaeological
Dr. Edgar L. Hewelt.
It seems that day never dawned
New Mexico.
Taos,
brighter and continued throughout,
than today; all the visitors were astir
HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
in the early morning, getting ready
Attorneys-at-Law- .
lor the trip to Ijsl Ouarai, the ruins of
as
Practice in the District Court
one of the most ancient of American
well as before the Supreme Court ol cities.
the State.
Dr. Hewett had come in the night
New Mexico before and all were in readiness to
Las Cruces, fore the Interior Department.

day.

form the procession by 9 a. m., when
HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVt.v the Hue was formed at the grounds
f
TISE?
about
mile west from the
town. Some were on horse back,
Tell your story to
some were in wagons and oHhers were
2,000,000
Readers
in carriages and buggies.
This proTwelve Dollars.
We will place your
advertise cession was augmented on the way,
inent in 25 leading newspapers' Sur. and by the time we reached the scene
De- of the ancient ruins, a large crowd had
lay issue, for $12 per insertion.
assembled to listen to the lecture and
scriptive circular FREE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING examine the old ruins. Lunches were
brought by all parties and the ladies
AGENCY,
scon exhibited a spread that would
New
Mexico.
Taos,
have tempted the appetite of any one.
The meal was a sumptuous one, and
-UME BROWN,
DR. W.
: 4
i
although we ate to our entire satisfacWCIIllBfc,
tion, we gathered up of the fragments
Over Spitz Jewelry Store
many baskets full.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
After dinner, Dr. Hewett gave us a
Phone Red 6.
short lecture, briefly reviewing the
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
habits and customs of the builders of
And by Appointment.
the people whose style of masonry
r
and architecture we were to examine,
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
which antedated the ruins of any on
and
Surgeon.
Physician
the American continent, those of
Office and Residence Washington.
California not excepted. This ended,
the line of march was made over the
Ave., next door to Public Library.
Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m grounds on which, many centuries
2 to 4 p. m. Evenings.
ago, had been erected, solid blocks
of buildings, all of stone and mud
Phone Black 47.
mortar. If there had been any adobe
buildings, all traces of them had disappeared. Many courts, or plazas,
were
containing one building
RESIDENCE, DON GASPAR in the found,
center, which was explained by
AVE
Dr. Hewett, as the sanctuaries of the
"Tiwa" tribe of Indians, who were tihe
Phone, 220 Red
From the site of this anbuilders.
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA cient
city, a view of the valley below
can be had of almost all of the en
Phone, 237 Black
tire Estancia valley, which seems to
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
indicate that it was selected with a.
view to this end. One cannot avoid a
feeling of awe, as he, or she stands
M. D., on the ruins of a city so ancient and
the scenes of such great activity of a
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,
savage race.
Cation Block, Palace Ave., next Evening. Lecture, "Ancient Cities
of Central America," Dr. Edgar L.
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
one-hal-

'or

J. M. DIAZ,

L. F. MURRAY,

PHONE 233.

Residence Palace Hotel.
Phone Main 68.

ItIOUNTAINAIR.N.M.

EEQSU1IIER

SCHOOL,

MOUNTAINAIR
CHAUTAQUUA
STATE SUNDA

SCHOOL

CONVENTION

State Epworth League
Convention

AUGUST

Round Trip Fare From
SANTA FE, N. M

$7.65

Hewett.
The tabernacle was literally packed
by the people before the hotir of the
meeting, all eager to hear more about
the archaeological discoveries of the
American Institute. Dr. Hewett made
a few preliminary remarks, connecting the scenes of La Quarai, with the
subject of his lecture of the evening
He then had the light turned on the
canvas, and opened his remarks on
the scenes In the southern portion ol
Mexico, thence to, and through Central America.
The old buildings and monuments
that were being now uncovered in
these districts proed to be a most
interesting theme. Dr. Hewett seemed as much absorl ed in the subject
as any of his hearers, and the result
was a most enjoyaMe occasion to all.
8:00 p. m. Concert. Director, Dr.
B. E. Hedding, Mountainair.
The largest crowd of the season
was in evidence to witness the concert. Which in point of excellence, was
a surprise to every one. It is seldom

one finds talent euual to this in interior towns. Mrs. R. V. Winchester,
of Albuquerque, finished her musical
training in New York and Chicago,
and lias appeared in many concerts
throughout the south and west where
sh? has made her reputation and is exceedingly popular. Mrs. R. M. Henderson, in her concert work ' has
earned a reputation that easily ranks
her among the masters of the violin.
Rot'h have pleasing and charming personalities that make them favorites
wherever they go.
E. Stanley Seder,
as a pianist,
seems a real genius in his profession.
His rendition on Friday night brought
forth bursts of applause that showed
how well he pleased the vast audience. Dr. B. E. Hedding possesses a
remarkably fine baritone voice and
the graceful manner with which he
conducted the music of the evening,
will make ihim famous in the southwest. The members of the concert
deserve
the reputation of
being
"Stars'" in their line, and their extensive repertoire, the applause and encores bestowed on them throughout
the performance demonstrated
the
pleasure and appreciation of the audience. So great was the demand of
the people for another concert, that it
has been arranged to repeat it during
this assembly.
The attendance at the
Chautauqua, is increasing In numbers
and interest.
Pat Hogan, our celebrated chef seems equal to any emergency and promises to have enough
food for any crowd.
His cuisine and
table service are unexcelled anywhere. His meals here are as good
as can be found at almost any city
hotel, and can be had for 33 cents.
One would be astonished, to know
the feasts of good things that are supplied us here, physically and intellectually, by the management, including
the low rate made by the railroads.
All things have been done for the comfort and pleasure of the guests, and
tihe sacrifice made on the part of the
management deserves a wider and
more liberal patronage. The grounds
here are high, but level, and surrounded by cedars and pinions and afford ample shade, in addition to their
beauty. There is an air of joy and
fellowship that prevails here and everyone seems to be inspired by it.
While the management cannot hope
to make any money on the Chautauqua
yet they do hope to keep alive the enthusiasm that was so apparent, on its
Tt Is composed of men
organization.
whose enterprise will not allow them
to abandon such an institution, after
once introducing it. Besides it is atattention and the
tracting state-widof men of influence
is
being sought and will soon take defin- ite form.
e

George L. Higbie, Manton, Mich.,
used Foley Kidney Pills for kidney
and bladder trouble. He says: '1
find for my case no other medicine
equals Foley Kidney Pills for beneficial effect."
They are a safe and
reliable medicine for kidney trouble
and rheumatism. Contain no harmful
drugs. Sold by all druggists.
A little want ad costs but a few
cents and brings wonderful results
when published in the New Mexican.
Try one.

HOT FLASHES.

Women in middle age often complain of hot flashes. They are at that stage
w'nch onl y Dr.
needs a tonic and helpinft-lmnPierce's Favorite Prescription can give t'.ie:". Many women suffer needlessly trom
with buckache, dljtzi-negirlhood to womaiihood and frora snoiherhced to old
"
or headache. A wom;'.n often Incomes fljjplofs, nervous, "
irritable and feels tired from n.orTiin fo i.'it. When pains and aches rack the
womanly system a; frequent inttrvnis, a;? ywr neighbor about

of life when their delicate or'auism

d

ss

DATES OF SALE
July 19th to August 2nd, 1912.
RETURN LIMIT
August 5th, 1912, Ten Days.

Pleasure, Entertainment,
struction and Rest.

In-

One and One-fif- th
Fare from
All Points in New Mexico to

Mountainair and Return.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

HOOPSKIRT

POLICEMAN

HILLS.
IN NEW

SHOT FRIEND.

f ABLE

and Pecos Valley points shouil no
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7 20 at
heretofore.
Connection leaves Albuquerque at 7:55 p. m. instead of 2:20
a. in.

ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

tab.

The following are the tlaie

OPERATIONS

SUNSET

FOR

.

peared Monday from the palatial Marcus home, is not licing sought today
by her ihusband, William Elder Marcus, head of the jewtlry firm of Marcus & Co., Fifth avenue. In a note
:'ound by him the runaway wife explained she could not endure to come
back.
.Mrs. Marcus trud vainly for
two
years to learn to like the social and
domestic things ol life, but she was
i.ned always by the call of the wild,
the pictures of the sunset hills of her
father's California ranch. She is I'O
years old, and the mother of two
children.
It is supposed Mrs. Marcus has gone
to her father,
of
li. Tooksey
Pasadena, and friends say her departure was not surprising to her young
husband or h!s family. The California girl, returning from an European
tiip, met Marcus on a liner. It was a
case of love at first sight.
TO
MONTHLY
KEEP
$200,000
STORES AWAY.
For a long time retail trade has been
street
moving slowly up
toward the Rockeieiler home, but tliej
Rockefeller agents have been watching the movement and the last few
months have been bidding in every
parcel that was offered for sale at a
price higher than the business buyer
cared to pay. Mr. Rockefeller's most
recent purchase in tiiis district closed
brownstone
this week is of a
mansion just west of his home. It is
his fifth investment in the street near
the house, of himself and his son. The
Rockefellers are spending about
a month to keep business houses
out.
STORK TO VISIT EDNA MAY.
American friends of Mr. and Mrs.
Oscar Lewistmn hear that the stork is
hovering over the roof of tiie English home of the lovely former Edna
The tidings have just been
May.
brought to New York by returning
friends, who say that Mrs. Levvisohn
never was so happy. Mr. and Mrs.
Lewisohn visited
New York last
spring. At that time Mrs. Lewisohn
said she was forever done with the
stage. "The tiheater has no more lure
for me than a mud puddle," she said,
"except that I love to go and watch
others work."
NEW YORK SEES A HOOPSKIRT.
Unless Howrath Juliana of Lancaster, Pa., decides to make a few purchases of woman's apparel in this city
before he goes back with his newly
arrived bride, his home town will receive a woman wearing hoopskirts.
Mrs. Juliana arrived from Fiume on
the liner Saxonia, and her attire attracted unusual attention even at Ellis Island, where strange costumes
are a frequent spectacle.
Her ski:",
below Iter
hung about ten inches
knees and was some four feet in diameter at the bottom. She wore a mantilla and had an embroidered bodice
of purple velvet over a loosely fitting
white waist.
FOUND IN
THEATER MANAGER
RIVER.
The body of a man found in the East
river under the Brooklyn bridge last
night was identified later as that of
Abraham D. Harris, a theatrical man,
formerly treasurer of the Globe Theater in this city. He had recently assumed tihe treasureship of the New
Eltings theater to be opened next
month. It was said that Mr. Harris
recently had been in bad health and
had suffered from asphasia.
He had
been missing since Monday.
PATTI'S OLD MANAGER DEAD.
John Lavine, 64 years oid, a pioneer
theatrical manager, is dead of paralysis at his home here. One of his star
accomplishments was as manager for
Patti. When the singer first came to
this country her performances were
failures and sihe had decided to give
conup her attempt at American
quests, when Irvine persuaded her to
make a brief tour under his management.
A RUSSIAN LINER RAMMED.
The new liner Czar, the largest and
finest ship of the
line, was rammed amidships late last
night by the fruit boat Fortuna in the
dock in South Brooklyn.
Captain
Smiltneck found that the Czar was
taking water rapidly and a hurry call
was sent for divers to make emergency repairs.
LENORE GORDON, ACTRESS DEAD
Lenore Gordon, for several years
leading lady with "The Span of Life"
aid widely known at one time as a
child actress, died at her home at
Sheepshead Bay early yesterday. Miss
Gordon was in her thirty-sixtyear.
A GREAT STRUCTURE.
A steel ribbed, indestructible,
vault, sunk in the earth beneath
the United States assay office in New
York and capable of holding two billion in gold, is planned by Secretary
MacVeagh of the treasury department.
That project, the largest money vault
in the world, requires the sanction of
congress and already has received a
favorable report from the ihouse committee on appropriations.
Looking into the future Secretary
MacVeagh believes the vault is a necessity for the convenience and safety of the nation's wealth. Gold comes
into the United States treasury at
the rate of 100 million "a year. That
treasure against which gold certificates are issued, is distributed the
country over, in the vaults of the
treasury, subtreasuries, mints and assay offices. Within a few years it is
estimated the entire storage capacity
of these buildings will have been consumed.
If authorized, the big vault will cost
$322,000 while the building standing
over it will cost only $225,000. Gold
bullion, turned Into bars, will be piled
in the structure like bricks.
The United States treasury con- Fifty-fourt-

Butte,

MOUNTcJUNoHIR

Attoneys-at-Law-

JULY

the best

.

Practice in the Courts and before
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined,
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estancia, N. M.

DR.

Cock-stov-

It is as quick as gas, steadier

CONTINENTAL

EASLEY & EA5LEY,
. Chas. R. Easley,
Chas. F. Easley,

McKEAN

any-oth-

It Burns Oil

G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Councils.' at Law.
Practice in all the District Court
and gives special attention to caset
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.

Attorneys-at-Law-

LEAVES

TIME

DOCTORS ADVISE

of the local railroads:
"A. T. & S. F. Ry."

h.

D. &

G. Ry.

Leaves 10:05 a. m. for north.
Leave
Arrive
4:20 p. m. from north
8:10 a. m., to connect w.th No. o
Pinkham's westbound
NEW MEXICO Cb'.JTRAL RY
Saved by Lydia
and No. 10 eastbound.
Ixjave 12:45 p. ai., connects with
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12:10 No. 4
Vegetable Compound.
east and 1 south and west.
P. m.
Arrive 4:15 p. in. with connections
Santa
at 3:30 p. m. to from No. 3
" For fifteen connect with No.Fe1
east.
Swarthmore, Penn.
westbound and No.
I
untold
and
suffered
for !. eastbound.
agony,
years
If you use embossed stationery, you
one period of nearly
Ret iming arrive at Santa Fe 6 P. m
can do no better than placing your or.
two years I had hemLeave Santa Fe at G:20 p. m. to co
der with the New Mexican Printing
orrhages and the m et with No. 7
weslbouni and No. 4 prices will be
doctors told me I
quoted upon request.
eastbound.
would have to unOur styles and 'oras are strictly up
Returning arrive Sama Fe at 8: 30 to data
dergo an operation,
but I began taking p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to con
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Are You a Seller? An advertiseVegetable Com- nect with No. 8 eastbound and No. ment in the classified columns of the
pound and am in westbound.
New Mexican will put your real esgood health now. I
Returning, arrive at Santa
ll::i0 tate on the market effectively. It will
am all over the p. m.
put the facts of your property before
Change of Life and
Passengers for the Helen cut-of- f
the eyes of all possible buyers.
cannot praise your Vegetable Compound
too highly. Every woman should takeitat
that time. I recommend it to both old
and young for female troubles. " Mrs.
A c Hi.ncKK
Emily Summersgill, Swarthmore, Pa.
.N, s. MrrciiKi.i
LOS
ANGELES
Md.
troubles
Baltimore,
began
"My
" v,.,
with the loss of a child, and I had hem."if. r:. ii I
NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS
J
Hill
orrhages for four months. The doctors
RATES $1.00 and $1.50 per day.
said an operation was necessary, but I
dreaded it and decided to try Lydia E.
With Private Bath, $1.50 to $3.00
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. The
medicine has made me a well woman and
I feel strong and do my own work."
SS5235E2EE
Mrs. J. R. Picking, 1260 Sargeant St.,
1
Baltimore, Md.
Since we guarantee that all testimonials which we publish are genuine, is it 1
not fair to suppose that if Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has the virtue to help these women it will help any
other woman who is suffering in a iike
manner?
If yon want special advice wrileto
Lydia . PinUliam Medicine Co. (con
Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
be opened, read and answered !y a
woman and held in strict confidence
SPECIAL EXCURSION FROM SANTA FE
i

E

Ix-av-

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Attorney ai"i Counselor at Law.
itooins
Caplul Oity Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Assistant District Attorney, Firs
Judicial District.

Attorney-at-Law-

RANCH

New York, July :io. Mrs. Dorothy
.Marcus, child of the ranch, who disap-

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

HARRY

WIFE

STORK TO EDNA.

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL.

PROFESSIONAL

THE
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broken-down,-

Doctor Pierce's FavarJto Prescription.

I
Mrs. J. Imiiop,
S2i S. Edition
tr..et, llaltiinoi-s- , Md., Kys:
wrote you about nine ninths ao, telling yt of r.iy condition. I have a
fine babyglrl sho weighed nino rounds when ?o:-niibo t. my third child
and the strongest of them all. ily BufTerinsr vaa on:y for two hour?. I
'
'
several
took
buttles of Favorite Prescription and one of Dr. Pierce's
Smart-WeeI never had a well day Uiforc I took your mcdicinea. 1 was
surprised how well I felt could cat was tlwaya hunfry.and never hid a
sick stomach. The nurse who was with me said the medicine was wonderful because I got along- so niceiy after having had a much trouble before.
She Intends to recomrrtnd it to all t.er suffering patients. Everybody la
astonished at me beca ise I onl7 weighed 102 pounds before and now I
weigh 135. I have had several ladle come to me and ask about Dr. Pierce's
medicine.
I am willing to recommend tt to all who suffer and want help.
If asy wantlnio-matia- n
I will be glad to give It to them."
itUs, iMHOr & Chili,

h

F,

nOLLENBECK HOTEL

.

'111

V

132

"Green Corn Dance"
Santo Domingo,

Sunday, August 4th, 1912

$1100,-00-

Russian-America-

h

n

tains

1,208 million dollars in gold and
5.5 millions in silver coin, most of
which Is represented in circulation by
gold and silver certificates.
FORTY LEPERS IN NEW YORK.
There are at the present time more
tahn forty lepers living in apartments
in New York City, according to a report from the Skin and Cancer hospital. The report says that "there is
no foolish dread of the disease in this
city, such as is sometimes shown in
other places," and says the disease is
not contagious in' this climate. "The
dangers from tuberculosis and other
disees are far more to be dreaded
than leprosy." it is added.
50 PER CENT REBATE ON TITAN-

Leaving: at 8:10 A. A. and returning the
same day at the low rate of

for the round
All

IC FUND.

The committee appointed last April
to administer the fund raised by the
members of the New York stock exchange for the relief of survivors of
the Titanic disaster has just been discharged after making its final report
to the subscribers.
The amount received reached a total of $21,150, of
which only $10,GOO was used. Tihe remainder was returned to the subscribers.
The report says that "because of the very prompt and thor
ough work of relief carried on by the
other committees the committee of;
the stock exchange became satisfied1
that all further demands could be met,
fully.''
LOPPED OFF STANDARD'S STEPS.
The Standard Oil company's buildbears evidence
ing at 26 Broadway
today of the power of the city bureau
of incumbrances.
Raiders from the
bureau descended upon the building
late yesterday and removed the steps
leading from the sidewalk to the high
front entrance of the building. The
city engineers had decided that the
fteps protruded too far on the sidewalk. Some of the workmen
and
bystanders carried off pieces of the
steps as souvenirs.
POLICEMAN SHOT FRIEND ON
THE FORCE.
Richard Chaffee, mounted policeman
of Sheepshead Bay, is dying today in
a hospital and Thomas Collins, mounted patrolman, his closest friend, was
fi rested charged wiflh having shot!
him. The shooting followed a domes-tic wrangle in the Chaffee home,
where Collins had gone to dine. He
interfered and his lifelong
friend
turned on him.
ASTOR HAD $450,000 IN PERSONAL PROPERTY.
It was learned that the probate in
London of the will of John Jacob
who was lost with the Titanic,
shows that this personal estate in the
United Kingdom is valued at approximately $450,000.
DOWN
ON
WON'T BACK
FUR
STRIKE.
After a series of conferences over
the strike situation the New York fur
manufacturers have agreed "to eland
together indefinitely until the employes come back under open shop conditions." Nearly tea thousand furriers
have now been on strike for two
months. The strikers say there has
been no break in their ranks. The
deadlock is one of the longest in the
garment industry.
SEAMEN'S STRIKE ENDS.
The seamen's strike in New York
was ended officially today. James
secretary of the Marine Firemen's Union, says that the strike of
seamen and longshoremen had failed,
owing largely, he believed to the bribery of a number of strike officials.
The strike of the marine firemen will
be continued, however.

trip'has been secured.

persons wishing to make the trip should

register at the Secretary's Office, School

of

American Archaeology in the Governor's Palace,
by or before Thursday, August 1st.
For particulars call on or address,
8

H. S. LUTZ, Agent

SANTA FE, N. M.

OXFORDS
THE SUMMER SHOE

1

As-to-

In these days of high cost of living,
that gets a man up out of
bed and able to work in a few days is
a valuable and welcome remedy. John
Heath, Michigan Bar, Cal.. had kidney
and bladder trouble, was confined to
his bed, unable to turn without help.
' I commenced
using Foley Kidney
Pills and can truly say I was relieved
at once." His example is worth following. 3old by all druggists.
a medicine

Subscribe for trie Santa Fe New
Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts all
of the time and works for the
building cf our new State.

Here's Summer Footwear comfort for you,
Sir, galore ! High and Low Cut Shoes that are
the Aristocrats of Summer Footwear.

BUTTON SHOES,
LACE SHOES
AND OXFORDS
In Many Choice

Styles, Ties, Pumps, Etc.

COME AND SEE THE NEW STYLE

!

Dull Calf, Russia Calf, Vici and Tan Leathers. An Ideal Shoe
for the Business Man and a Swell Shoe for

the Smart Dresser.

If

all Minis
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made as the roll of counties was call-- !
ed:
John Baron, Burg, of Bernalillo
MEN RARELY FIND "SHRINKING VIOLET."
county; Dr. H. H. Keith, of Chaves!
county; Jeremiah Leahy of Colfax
(Continued from Page One.)
(BY BILLIE 3URKE).
county; W. H. Kinnon of Grant coun- United
States senators under anjty; Julius J. Moise of Guadalupe!
Word:
Trie First
amendment to the constitution of the county; W. Frank Walkowiak, of;
KILLS MAGNETISM.
United States, which we favor, we in- - Mora county; George Curry, of Otero
I
on the passage i.f the law in this county; M. C. de Baca, of Sandoval;
feet, and is a youngster who just haa was now 6 to 4 in favor of Co. E.
NOTHING DEFINITE.
sjst
I have found another letter among
I
While there is nothing definite in attained his majority.
In the eighth the White Sox also state by which the voters can express county; Judge J. W. Terry of Socorro
the
many that come to me which
e
or
Al.
;
A.
utero
senaare
eame
banta
several
fiirhtiri2
there
county
thp
two tallies, with one out thoir choice for United States
annexed
me greauy. iibjb.
of
William
Colonel
A
CATCHER.
.interests
DREYFUS AFTER
county;
Berger
tnrgood matches being talked of by Tom
Griego hit to center and Sena drop- "M
dear Miss Burke: I am a girl
Valencia county.
30
MeCarey.
Barney
We charge that the first legislature
Pittsburg. Pa., July
ped the ball, Duran also hit to cenDr. Keith withdrew,
that jo:' nineteen and haven't a boy friend
a
Knockout Brown was offered
Dreyfus, president of the local club, ter and Sena again dropped the ball of this state betrayel the confidence 'he was a too recent declaring
I am not
the like the rest of the girls.
of
citizen
he
but
Willie
with
Ritchie,
match
is ready to almost duplicate his rec- allowing Griego to score as Sena - of the people in failing and refusing
t
I
am
not
and
nor
but
be
loud
to
such
state
a
finicky,
was
given
broker,
position
telegraphed that his leg
ord breaking price for Marty O'Toole, couldn't recover the ball in the mean- - to pass an act revising the election
be
to
I
pleascame
bad
it
when
to
try
the
looking.
and would not fight in August, but if he can get the contract of Ray
reached
time Duran
third; Baker laws of the state; for not properly re- - tion, he would, be found at the front ant with., the .boys but they don I
was iwilling to take Ad Volgat ,on1 SchulU, the
catching sensation of the singled, scoring Duran, Delgado also vising the revenue laws; tor refusing
d th
h
,d Euarantee that sppitv to rare to call at my home. A
Knockout ' must be
in September.
is
Schalk
Association.
American
advancing to pass a law for the taxing of m- - twenty-fivcent of the republican Certain boy that I care very "much
per
wonder if he can recover from a with. Milwaukee and the Cream C't singled, Marez sacrificed,
both Baker and Delgado, J. Ortiz hit comes above a stated amount; for re- - yoteg in tne pecos vaUey wouM be fQr
broken leg in a month's time. The c'ub owners are
my girl friend that he cared
artifice
every
using
short stop, who made a nice Stop fusing to pass a law for taxing the cagt under the new party jn November.
io
me
woud come to call on me
an(J
fact of the matter is, Brown has got of the
Qr
press agent to send his good
and tackled Delgado for the third out, out put of. mines and especially
Terry ag0 witndl.ew in favor but he never says anything to me,
thejJudge
a lot of advertising around New York
..
broadcast.
t
the score aeain being tied, now 6 to coal mines, and thus relieving the o Col Berger urging that Col.
Please write and
and by many of those eastern experts qualities
speaks
smviy
.
brden of taxes on the common prop- No definite offer has been made as G.
a ,ife iong friend of honest gov.
m&ke mysef
he is not considered so much. He,
Jq
1UI
" luc l
both
no doubt, knows that Wolgast is the vet. although a Pittsburg scout has
ernment, De given a place on tne aeie-- ;
The ninth was uneventful,
and to make the boys
attractive
over Schalk and pronounced team3 fajling to SPrei the sco're still a law regulating the railroad rates, gation.
care for me as they do other gills?"
tig thing and wants first crack do-at lookeda finished
It is sam
article.
The roll call by counties followed,
him
him. But MeCarey says nothing
a tie.
In the tenth, Gor- and properly definin.? the duties of
Theao ,. wrv hir1 mlestions to
remaining
to
the people; Governor Otero receiving practically
ing until he meets either Joe Rivers Dreyfuss relizes Gibson is going man reached first on an error b.r railroad corporations
answer,
my dear girl, but from
or Willie Ritchie. MeCarey has of- back, and Kelley. O'Toole's battery Baker, Sena struck out. Saiz hit to J. for squandering the people's money the unanimous vote of the convention
I am afraid you are rather senreturns
The
standard.
without
other
candidates.
any
and
compensating
all
date
tlhe
is
not
9th of September
leading
big league
fered him
Ortiz who was playing short having
partner,
sitive and self conscious. You prob- with Ritchie and is waiting for an
Milwaukee has set a price of $15,000 changed with Griego, Ortiz quickly and for tying up the public business result stood:
ably are always thinking of the effect
of the state in order to gain a partianswer.
M A ntero. Sfi: George Curry, 65
on Schalk.
mabi'ncr rtn
i d Tin V irt 'ZuhlWti
nfn
grabbed the ball touching second,
i
uianiug vii hi- w j w
san advantage.
We congratulate M c de Baca 54 . John Baron Burg, f uu ti
forcing Gorman out and with lightnmembers of the
those progressive
, rtWrtf
That offer made by Fred Gilmore
Jeremiah Leahy, 33; W. H. Kin-:- "
k'
DELEHANTY NOT RELEASED.
ing speed relayed the ball to first
i
j as such. non 27; W M. Berger, zo; w. ... ill fail. iij a ii vi iui set jwuia i in- w o are e.eceu
MISS BILLIE BURKE.
to match Jack White with Harry
leg
B,ure
off
third
the
for
Saiz
base
30. "If 3m
if
it
cutting
conversation
Mich.,
July
Detroit,
Thomas and agree that Jack will stop
muse
wno
.1. J. Aioise,
uonesii
KOWiaK,
ya
a,la
13;
man
White
first
for
the
cuupeiaieu
up
he must. out. urn.go,
... The result. was announcea, ,oy sir.;
, terests von.- without thinking of things ,o .m rirv the rest.
him inside of twenty rounds or for- Delehanty has been released
.! .
Sox in the tenth, singled, and then with tnem, upon meir ngnt ior tne
nlnOC will
l.nf 1rn
said
"The popular
tu nn.,
"
I""JUSl One laSL WUiU.
oo
'uu
with
Olmo
T
feit his end of the purse is agreeable have released himse'f,"
meas
named
of
above
the
o,l
Duran connected with one of Gor- passage
to whom yo i are girl is the one who forgets herself
gentleman
to Jimmy Johnson, Thomas's mana- - cent .Navin ot uie jiseis.
and for the work they did in cheers. When it was announced that
rrom nacrauie.ui), uul in... man's offerings and sent the pill over ures,
Be sincere and sympathetic. and remembers others.
ger. Jimmy says he will take a a pnener
the interest of the people and clean fftrmcr r.nvprnfii. ntprn U'hn is psn- - .talking.
He was sent to Fro- - thP rpnter fielder's head for three
Make yourself proficient in someo n,.nnnitmn nf that Kind for Delehanty.
in
Bernalillo
county,
in
state
this
popular
cially
bases, scoring Griego ahead of him, government
WI" UB
iueni.m..s-defied the;ln& w"-'any time Fred shows that he means vidence to strengthen the c'ub there, and subsequently winning the game
We condemn the passage of a so-f- where he, as governor,
to
and if you find you
Learn
v. tat he says.
dance,
Delehanty was not mentioned in the
Huband
removed
the
bosses
corrupt
the
elecMon
which
called
White
law,
the
Sni, allowing
primary
deal." said Mr. Navin.
bell regime from office, led all the are a graceful dancer you misht lecru
30. Knockout
This is in direct contradictor, to White Sox to retain the city cham- prevented the people from selecting delegates, his name was cheered, fancy dancing. Your girl friends will
Xew York, July
and nominating candidates for office
Brown, the Xew York lightweight, word received from Manager Jennings pionship.
alike joining often ask you to entertain their
in advance of such
the delegates and spectators
CO. E.
primaries,
As soon as vou
will go into training early next month several days ago ttm Da.ehnniy had
up- - friends in this way.
The
the
convention
in
applause.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. purpose of which was to put addition- out
the boys BILLIE BURKE'S ANSWERS TO
into
the
limelight
voted
after being out of the fighting game been released to Sacramento of the
Mr.
step
motion
then
on
by
Ruppe,
1 al powers in the hands of the special
0 0
Baca, If
CORRESPONDENTS.
If
feel that
flock
about
will
you
for several weeks as the result of an pacific Coast league.
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DEATH OF SIDNEY PARKER.
chief of the news department with from Oklahoma and will be at the
jurisdiction
throughout the service, 'home of Mrs. Max Frost for the sum-- j
Alamogordo, X. M., July in. Sidney effective
mer.
1.
August
M. Parker, U. S. commissioner of this
Two rooms for rent. Inquire at 233
Mr. Kent Cooper is appointed chief
place, and a pioneer citizen of New of the traffic
with juris- East Palace avenue.
department,
Parker diction
Mexico, died today. Judge
The Serpents, one of Vitagrnph's
throughout the service effechad been in failing health for some tive
1.
masterpieces, at the E'ks tonight.
August
months but kept busy et his office
M. E. STONE,
Whatever your doctor prescribes
until a few days before his Jeath. A
The Associated Press. for July stomach troubles can be
wife and two children survive. The
supplied fit Zooks.
chi'dren are Mrs. H. P. Flint of
Don't fail to see those good picBACK
Arizona, and Marshall Parker, CAN HE GET
tures at the Elks tonight.
deputy tax assessor of this county.
MARRIAGE FEE Mr. Business Man. Did you ever
All the members of the family were
notice that the man that has the best
present at the time of death. The
trade is the man that has the best
SO.
court
A
Chicago
Chicago,
July
funeral will take piece at the city
floor of business. People's
not, a lighted
whether
will
or
decide
soon
cemetery Monday afternoon and the man is entitled to a rebate on the mar- - Electric Supply co.
services will be in charge of the or
The Serpent, a sequel to the Cave
ne Pay tne minister it tne
der of Knights of Pythias, of wh'ch "ak'e
Tonight at the Elk.;.
l ne Man.
nun.
to
witti
live
brule
refuses
the deceased had been a member for court
Charming actions go well with
also will be called on to decide
many years.
wihether or not the minister can charming looks. You will have charm$1. a year interest on the $2.30 ing looks if you use Zook's Benzoin,
charge
UPHELD.
MONROE DOCTRINE
Witch Hazel and Almond Cream.
fee as long as it remains unpaid.
Joseph B. lay ward has a good one
The Rev. R. Lane, .14C.il South State
Washington, D. C, .Tiny SO. That street, has brought up these questions fully explained in his advertisement
the Monroe doctrine forbids the Unit- in
legal proceedings to collect $7 from on page r. The early bird gets it.
ed States to permit any foreign na- a Genrsp Travlor. for whom he ner- I have a. nicely
room
furnished
t.on to acquire a naval base at Magda- fornM,d a el.f'etly
good marriage cer suitable far two gentlemen. with
lena bay or other similarly situated emony more than four years ago.
Rates reasonable. Apply up- board.
points in American continent is unin
the
case
his
above
stairs
Water and Eight com- has
put
Traylor
derstood to be the substance of a re- hands of the Iegal Aid Society, and pany.
port that will be made tomorrow by will fight the minister's claim. His
Algy, the Watchman, and Tomboy
Senator Lodge to the senate commit- attorneys . contend the $4.30 interest Bessie: two good comic
pictures at
tee on foreign relations.
is usuary, that marriage fees are giv- the Ellis tonight.
en no preference over other debts in
If Joseph M. Andrew, brother of the
HEAD-OCOLLISION.
t'he laws governing interest.
late Lizzie Baker of Chicago, Illinois,
Traylor contends that he even will send his address to Edward An- Laramie, Wyo., July 30. One of the should not be held for the original drew, 71" Postal Telegraph Building,
fast passenger trains on the Union $2.3!) because his bride would not live
he will learn of
Pacific collided head on with a spec- with him after the marriage. He can- Chicago, Illinois,
his advantage.
to
something
ial fruit train west of Rawlings last not see why he should pay out $2.30
The next thing that might be;
night, injuring one of the passengers when he got no returns.
in the county public schools!
taught
and smashing up a supply car. The
Dr. Lane has had quite an expert .will lio rlorf.-iiin 1.
er.ce trymg to collect any part ot that mogt a of our county gcnoo, teach.
acciaem occurred u..e
;t.ain was running at high speed marl.iage fw. He says ?7 is little er8 are worMng at a mtuin 3, 10,
through the flag station of Monell. enough pay for his trouble. For someiand ,3 cfrnt store eal.ning tllP ,rade
time ne matie uany n ips to cne ouices
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
i1 UTAH OFFICERS ARE SHORT. Gf the S. Krug Wrecking company, Rooms elegantly furnished and
all modern conveniences, includPrice, Utah, July 30 A fifteen where Taylor then was working.
The minister found Traylor was re- - ing electric light( steam teat and
thousand dollar shortage in the funds
of Carbon county revealed by expert ceiving $n a ween anu tnougnr neibatns in the Frst xational Bank
tK
Annu-- t t? at ur..s
ovnminnttnn has led to the susnension could get along on $10 a week for sev- - v, ,,!,!,
Clerk Uviiyn;en weeks until ne nau pam tnai wec.-!- .
(7 from office of County
If you have ever read Treasure Is- Traylor continued lanu uon t ian to see it at tne
Tones, and the detention by the sher- - ding assessment.
iff of County Treasurer W. R. Snyder, skeptical and the minister garnisheed tonight.
his wages.
Keep your skin clean. Use pure,
learnea oi ine garmsuee ac- - soft dainty
guch as Zook
DAY IN CONGRESS; tionirayior
almost before the minister had se,s u .g 'heaing and
soothing Ask
filed the papers, and offered to settle f
yio!et
was
so
The
ministe
for
he
$G,
says
SENATE.
Tf)e
Mexkan
gement de.:
..
Convened at 11 a. ni.
V ...... ...e.. . j
v.
Sf
to
a
make
the friends
"";
request
Si,s
time in tne miciuie or tne ween ana and
Considered Corbett tunnel irri- jjj X
of the paper to send in all
patrons
got his pay from the timekeeper. The personal items that may come to
gation bill, vetoed by President
V minister was still out his fee. Hence their attention or any items of local
Taft.
HOUSE.
V the suit.
A
interest. We desire to make our i
X
Convened at 11 a. m.
V
cal page as full as possible, but to do
MAHOGANY'S FIRST USE,
X
Considered
conference report
so we need the co operation of all our
A on Indian appropriation bill. - V Mahogany was first used in the re- friends. Please lend assistance as far
Chairman Clements of inter- Vnair of some of Sir Walter Raleigh's ,,c nnseihio
state commerce commission de- shins at Trinidad in 1597. The dis-- i
nied to interstate commerce com- covery of the beauty of its grain fori Tne temperature yesterday reached
'si at S n. m. and 59 at 4:40 a. m.
mission that commission had giv- - X furniture was accidental.
en inside information concerning X
a Doctor Gibbons was building a showers and thunderstorms occurred
"house in King street, Covent Garden, jn afternoon and evening in distance
rules to certain railroads.
House commerce committee re- His brother, a West Indian, cap-- an( vicinity but only in sprinkle over
ports favorably Representative
tajn had brought over some planks tne cjty. The forecast is generally fair
He thought m sou
o mahogany as ballast.
Stanley's bill to define more spe- portion and local showers in
cifically the term "misranded"
the wood might be used in the house north portion tonight or Wednesday.
in pure tooa laws.
but the carpenters found Mie wood too
hard for their tools and objected.
WICKERSHAM OPPOSED TO
afterwards
Mrs. Gibbons
shortly
APPEAL BY SHIPPERS.
So the
wanted a small box made.
doctor sent the mahogany to a cabiWashington, D. C. July 30. AGG- - net maker. He also complained that
KAUNE
H.
ttorney General Wickersham has adthe wood was too hard. But the doc- vised congress that he does not aptor insisted as he wanted to preserve prove any proposition to give shipsome of the wood as a memento of
pers a blanket right of appeal to the
his brother.
Safe
commerce court from all
negThe finished box polished so nicely ative
of the Inters'ate Comrulings
that the doctor ordered a bureau merce Commission. He favors the apmade of tihe same wood. The cabishould lie only when the comnet maker displayed that in his win- peal
mission refused to decrease a tariff
dow before delivering it. The Duchess
because of its supposed want of
of Buckingham saw it and begged
enough wood from the doctor to have
it duplicated.
furniture
Mahogany
soon after came into popular favor.

n

Clean Up Sale
OF OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

Summer Silks
35, 40 and 50 cent
values for

Monday, lasting the entire

MILLINERY

the balance

week on all this Season's Sum-

this month

mer Goods.

MRS. W.

This 'line consists of all Piece Goods and Ladies' Suits,
Coats and Dresses.

JULIUS H. GERDES

ramt

OUR ENTIRE STOCK

UF:

Low Cut Shoes,
CHILDREN'S, MISSES', LADIES', BOYS' AND MEN'S

are on sale for one week only at
regular price.

SEUGH

ADOLF

the

lf

one-ha-

6

Bis-be-

25c.

the very nobbiest patterns, all going
off. This is the time for the wise buyer to invest, for investments they are.
SEE THE PRETTY PARASOLS in the window. It gives
you an idea of the values.
WE ARE RUNNING A BIO REDUCTION on all Summer
Lines, giving opportunities to save Big Money.

SILK PARASOLS in

at

A N IMPORTANT SALE begins

IN

Hopewell of Albuquerque is a
Santa Fe visitor today.
Postmaster Burke returned home
today from Albuquerque.
Paul A. F. Walter is in Albuquerque on matters of business.
Mine Inspector Jo E. Sheridan is in
Santa Fe, arriving from his home in
Silver City last evening.
VY. M. Woody of Glen
Woody, is in
Santa Fe today on business connected
with convenience of traffic in which
he is interested, on account of his
Barranca stage line
Usuraii.
trovoiw anAHnr
land F. A. Kegel, assistant, arrived
home last evening from Tierra
rilla, Rio Arriba county, where they
had been for a couple of weeks past
on official business.
Among the arrivals from Albuquerque by the evening train yesterday
were: M. A. Otero, G. W. Prichard,
Ramon
Mertinez, Frsulo Borrego,
Nicholas Montoya, J. M. Gonzales,
Fritz Miller, Charles Siringo.
i

Established

Great Bargain

Col.

Your Patronage Solicited

W. E. GRIFFIN

CHANGES IN
NEWSSERVICE-

PERSONALS

TRUST CO.

CAPITAL 850,000 00

B. LAUGHLIN,
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Scrim and Lace Curtains

te

Antiseptic Slop Jars, $4.50

I

-

j

MMANtXCOlPlY
P.

Phone

O. Box, 219.

36.

I

!

?

i

TO LOAN
on improved business property only. Why not
put this with what you have and purchase a
GOOD income property ? We have for sale some
of the best residence property in the city. See
uTbefore closing a deal elsewhere.

O.C. WATSON & CO.
JjJ

Tr-mic-

Phone, Red 189.
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico,

119 San Francisco St.,

'

r

-

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE

R

CO.

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

FIRE- -

z
D

2
U

FIRE

INSURANCE

YOU

Can

Afford to Overlook This?
One mile from Plaza, of
which four or five acres
are in alfalfa. All under
No Buildings.
PRICE $1,800.00

THIRTY ACRE TRACT
fence and tillable land
FOR IMMEDIATE SALE.

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe,

M.

LIABILITY

HEALTH

ACCIDENT

N.

THE

;

SWEET PEAS

lo--

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

66-6-

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.
Next Door to Postoffice.

1

When Your Glasses Break
SEND THEM TO

Where Prices are Lowest
for
Quality.

EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Lenses ground either to match broker ones
or to Occulists' Prescription.

WORK RETURNED

I

FIRST-CLAS-

I

BY FIRST MAIL.

For Hire at Popular Prices Buggies and Saddle Horses-

5ji

CORRICK'S HACK LINE

iy

m

y

Black 9.

FhlNTING
.L.ocal AgentB tor

,NEW MtXIUA

and Desk combined.
A Desk Unit with few or
many Book Units as desired.

Now is the time
to place your orders for preserving. Now they are
at their,

CO.

fl

ISiSS
FjTmB1-?-

'

its advantages and possi- bilin Ci 11, write or phooe

-

RED
OR
BLACK

THEODORE CORR I CK,Prop'r

:::
Pno

S?

J7

RASPBERRIES

HACK SERVICE

S

5

S.

TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,

!

' iT'ji

Lowest and Best
f

JAMES

-

We can take care
of your business.

U S.

KAUNE

5

CO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Onalitv,

PLAZA CENSUS.
On Sunday last there were in the
Plaza during the band concert 420
people sitting on the cement wall,
355 on the benches, 524 promenading
around the outer walk; 66 walking in
the inside walks; a total of 1345 people and only 53 benches to accommodate them. These figures prove that
more benches are required, and I venture to suggest that any tradesman or
private Individual or business house
might provide the funds for one bench
each on the condition that the ladies
committee will accept the same as a
present, and that on such bench
shall bear the name of the donor in a
neat metal tablet as a fixture, with
words to this effect: "Gift of the business College."
"Gift of Miss L. B.
Smith."
I sha!l welcome he names of any
donor and any committee who would
like to meet at this college any day
at 4 o'clock to carry this project
through.
WALTER NORTON,
Santa Fe Business College.

n

MAYES

INSURANCE

Phone.

i

W

C. McCONVERY,

204.

415

,!::::

Palace Avenue

SILVERWARE AND JEWELRY.

Large assortment of the Best and Latest Patterns in
SILVEK.

STERLING

Special and Staple Patterns of High Grade Table Silverware.
CHINA, WATCHES, CLOCKS.

HAND DECORATED

Gold

and Silver Filigree Jewelry in all the Patterns.
JEWELS AND PRECIOUS STONES.

Reliable Jeweler

H. C. YONTZ,

San Francisco

Street

AT TESUQLE, FORMER

and WELT
FOR SALE STROBER
MER RANCHES COM
BINED.

acres-we- ll

Sixty

under ditch. 600 fruit
owner must sell
Present
fruits.
small
trees,
owing to poor health. Inquire of
fenced.

One-ha- lt

LEONARD,

6v

Tp

City Property and Loans.

120"4 J

Fire, Life, Accident,
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.

REAL ESTATE

READ'S
HISTORY

City Property, Farms,

Ranches, Orchards,
Land Grants, Etc

Surety Bonds
Of

All Kinds.

EXCISE TAX BILL DEFEATED.
Washington, D. C. July 30. The
19 W.f Room 24
house today refused by a vote of 127 Telephone
amendto 107 to agree to the senate's
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
ment to the excise tax bill providing
for the repeal o the Canadian reciSANTA FE,- - - - NEW MEXICO.
procity act.

OF

NEW

10

The most accurate and best written history of the State, giving the details of the struggles and danger of the early Spanish settlers up to the
present era. It is the history of facts concerning New Mexico, as Mr. Read
is in possession of the original documents that in themselves are priceless
treasures. Over eight hundred pages bound in large
readable type,

$10.00

SPECIAL, PRICES TO EDUCATORS, INSTITUTIONS,
THE HISTORY

OF EDICATTuTiN

A Concise Hi tory of the Important Part that Education
and growth of Our State. By Mr. Head, in a paper-boun-

let, something that should be

In

every home

In

ETC.

NEW MEXICO

the State.

Meant to the Settlement
pham- -

Price,

if fpnr8

Leave your orders at the New Mexican office, or address
author, BENJAMIN M. READ, Santa Fe.

the
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THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTI NG COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Daily in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
4ates Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial News. Goes to Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Ltrger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States. $2.50
a Year.
President
6R0NS0N CUTTING
Editor
J WIGHT GIDDINGS
Associate Editor
WILLIAM F. BROGAN
General Manager
CHARLES M. STAUFFER

FIRST

OF SANTA FE
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

Entered as Second Cla83 Matte r at the Santo Fe Po8tolBce.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
$1.23
$5.00Uaily, per quarter, by mail
Daily, per year, by mail...
Daily, six months, by mail
$2.50Daily, per quarter, by carrier. .$1.50
Weekly, per year

1.00

2.00 Weekly, six months
50
Weekly, per quarter

Valley Ranch Activities.
Valley Ranch, X. M., July 30. The
dance at
regular Saturday evening
Valley Ranch was changed somewhat
by a moonlight ride on horseback to
the Old Pecos Indian ruins, and as
one of the party remarked, "there was

WATER IN HIGH COST OF LIVING.

AS

long to be remembered by all members of the party.
tne
On returning to Valley Ranch
usual Saturday night dance was tak- tn up with a vim characteristic of
all Valley Ranch dances, after which
was served,
luncheon
a delicious
when the revelers sought their dov ny
cots.

a full regiment rn horseback;" and a
more delightful trip could hardly be
imagined.
With the coyotes narking
in the
rlistanro a c tVirnali tno rlfTorc
hart
disturbed their slumbers, and the
full moon casting its shadows over
the ruins of a city whose inhabitants
a thing of the past, was a trip
l ire
lured with. The safest way to meet
that accidental success is not to wait
lor it at all, but go out and get the
kind that don't come by accident. It
is the safest and most satisfactory

THE BYSTANDER

POLITICS

UNA

WHERE

THEY

ARE

J.

PALEN,

USING

o

J.

President.
t.

B. READ,

Cashier.

F. McKANE,

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
1 mmsmesma-ilWCPMiaK-

Aiken, S. C. July 30 After brand-- '
"fouling Governor Cole Blease as the
est of liars," Judge Ira Jones, candi- date for governor, advanced on his
opponent during the joint debate here
today and most of the crowd scattered
thinking that the long predicted shoot-- ;
ing between the two men was about
to begin. Ira B. Jones, Jr., was backing up his father and several pistols
were displayed. Chief of Police H. H.
Howard, however, got between Jones!
and Blease and swore he would kill
t'he first man who made a hostile
The chief's attitude re- movement.
Ktorp(i order and the would be com
batants were forced to take their
seats.
jones became enraged by the charge
'that while he was chief justice of the
supreme court he was subservient to
the soutnern ranroau uerause mai
corporation employed his son as
cuuuwi.
"That's the foulest lie," said the;
judge, "that ever passed t!he lips of a
human being."
BLEASE MAKES ATTACK.
With Chief Howard on- guard,
Blease bitterly attacked Judge Jones.:
Whenever you stick the gaffs into
a dunghill," said he, "the dunghill will
i nat om ienu
be sure to cry out.
can't make me mad. He knows he's
defeated and that's what makes liim
lose his temper. I am not going to
gt 2? thj
on
knock him clear Qut Q

j

....

j

j

dey.

Assistant Cashier.

RUDE

LANGUAGE IN SPEECHES.

j

I.;

OFFICERS.

IN

CARO- -

ng

money-transmitti-

L. A. HUGHES,

THE GAME GETS WARM IN SOUTH

-

-

HOT

CAROLINA

the-thin-

s

ARE

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
R.

We all know that one of the biggest items in the high cost of living is
SEES IT
railroad transportation charges. Every time we drink a glass of milk we
cough up a bit of change for some railroad company's cash box. But what
kind.
POWDER PUFFS FOR M. C.'s
would you say to getting your milk in powder, weighing about 87 per cent
Powder puffs, poker chips and music
Success in this life is only moderate'
less than the liquid milk? You'd pay no freight on the water Mrs. Moo- Cow put in it in fact, you'd add the water yourself wHien you wanted your rolls are being furnished members of to most of us anyway. It does not
'he house from the public tu.asury come in large hunks, but in atoms
glass of milk.
Millions of dollars a year could be saved in freight charges alone if we according to the charge made today which we have to accumulate and
store up a few at a time. Sometimes
we eat.
by Representative Willis of Ohio.
took the countless tons of plain water out of a lot of
"In examining the record of cx- - we have a little when we check in
A start has been made by a Chicago concern which is drying out S7 per
evper cent of the weight of milk. The powder which results is at present used penditures of the house contingent at the last call, and sometimes not
these en enough to be laid, only decently,
fund," Willis said, "1 find that
only by bakeries.
The department of agriculture in a forthcoming publication is to pro-- articles are being charged up by mein- - away; but in any case the safe meth- od is not to look nor hope for accielaim its support of this plan of lowering prices and has selected as an ex--i bers."
nmnlo the immensely imnortant German industry of potato drying believing, One wonders wliv "ur distinenished 'dental success but to try and win it
11 is a 1utld thill& to winon nieHtc.-don-- t
.
jlave face creams and
that conditions in ths country are more than ordinarily favorable for the
rose pink and carmine ana such things trus tiung we can success, ana lew oi
frapid adoption of an European expedient of economy.
us can hope to win more than a modOnly 20 to 25 per cent of the potato is solid matter and upon every ton tlat we see jn t)le
sl0w cases ;n erate amount
of it, on this journey.
SO per cent water and the cost is uorne
75
to
is
one
the dl.ug storeg
rea:is
when
paid upon
shipped freight
overtaxed
an
consumer
from
and
the
his
already
profits
abou( powjer lmffs 1)(!ing ou tne lisu
1y the farmer from
LOOK OUT FOR PTOMAINE.
pocketbook.
jit brings to mind what a chronio
is
based
The optimism of the exponents of the potato drying industry
wou(1 be presented of George Curry
In some foods bacteria in the early
upon tne tact mat me same macmnei y useu wr ur ms ubi uwi
standing before a mirror touching up
pulp can be employed at other seasons for drying potatoes. As sugar beet hig nlddy coraplexion with a l0wder stages of their action leave no disgrowing is already an important industry in about 16 states, but little extra puff ' Rnd our frien(1 Fergusson w)10 agreeable or unhealthful effects, so
expense would have to be incurred to test the practicability of this plan. hag dista,.ued his muBtache smooth-Mos- t far as yet proved. Meat is in some
measure
of the important beet sugar states are also great potato growing eec jng mt the wrin.es wjth a
by bacterial action,
g(mrn. and the ripened taste
tions and the two industries can go 'hand in hand, as they have in Germany, - ment
given meat by
"gamey''
of faclaI
How
comes in part from the
here the great development of the beet sugar industry has led to a tre"hanging"
e
.,,.,..;,,
'
linn
i
hAnn frtiitirl mni'oiVDr that
.
j
j i
ui pu...iu
'"
mentions ueveiuimiem
- same cause, though in both cases the
s.u...B.
i
rif all Athoii' ornnc rrnwn in about the luxuries of our congressji.
and how ladylike they become changes are chiefly due to the action
xuu ,....
TOtauon wlin luem, mis uiciease vuing wtm o iu
when they get to breathing that de- - 01 iermenis normally present:.
is not easy to draw the line be- jent crops and amounting to 40 per cent in the case of potatoes.
Of course
lightful official
The sugar beet itself is one of the products to which this process of we a know a atmosphere.
meru
iuc uaiuucn tiunif,
limit
uoker
tie
fins,
busileconomy through extraction of surplus water has been applied and a
in our adolesence we supposed e and the bacterial changes classed
though
in
dried
few
years
ness of $2,000,000 a year has been built up in the past
but if " bacteria are
that the M. C.'s bought, those things
Jueet pulp for stock feeding.
lowed to Brow without hindrance the
did
not
Uncle
and
think
Another advantage that will come from the introduction of the drying
wnen me ioou, eunei
Bam, who is supposed to be virtuous "me comes
industry in connection with such a crop as potatoes, as is pointed out by the and
attacked by bac
r vegetable,
such
would
sanction
would
of
the
uncertainties
crop
(lepartnient of agriculture, is that the present
a loatnsome mass.
ureaKs
into
teria
up
too.
those
music
Then
folly.
rolls,
benefited.
The
be
would
both the nioducer and consumer
become
food
The
may
dangerous
I
wonder
if
and
have
Harvey
George
Blower would have a more reliable market and the present wide fluctuations
to singing since they went to even before it shows outward signs of
taken
avoided.
be
would
fn prices
the big capital, or
the music rolls decomposition, for the bacteria may,
are for the pianola. It would be a as they feed upon the proteids, give
ONLY
to get off substances known as ptomaines
good picture for the movies
The effort bn the part of the Hon. Sec. to raise the race issue m .New Harvey and George standing before wraiy to oe reeognizea wunout
Jlexico is a futile endeavor, and is but an attempt to turn attention from an audience warbling forth the strains: "tory apparatus, but some of which
the real cause of tne uprising against mm, wnnu is pureij a mum--i ui "' "Everybody's Doin
It, Doing It, are very poisonous to man. certain
titter unfitness for the office 'he aspires to, or any otner puouc position. 1 ue Doing Jt
apparently mysienous cases in luuesa
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I
"1U,
tovn. One tllo hnavv hn.r1
'jln Odd Fellows Hull, Visiting broth- land as President of the Vnited States
necessary thing in any ptosperous with every breeze and field after field eri alWaj'S wlcome- he has held true to the line of duty ciimiminitv
i
.
in find n sale fn, tho
dotted with immense stacks
ft
and has fought his fights to a tritm-- ; farmers'
because from him stillailalla, from
produce,
green
the first cutting, pre- - FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA,
phant finish fought with the same starts all material prosperity
When sent a
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular
picture of peace and plenty
vigor, the same kind of courage that the fanners are broke the merchants
The wide meeting on the first Thursday of each
inviting.
made him w ish to grapple to a death are in the same fix, and each ii equal- that is very
leaves of the pumpkin and nlonttt at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
encounter, knife in hand, with a griz-- ! ly blessed with prosperity.
San Juan spreading
vine make visions of Pumpkin Visiting brothers are invited and wel-pi6quash
bear.
zly
County Index.
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
day very alluring. Almost everv; comeNearly all his great triumphs in
farmer has a few tomato vines, most DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
FELL OVER CLIFF.
rate regulation, in bringing about the
'
ot them n blossom
About thlrtv
control of railroads, in forcing a halt
E. R. Cosgrove had a narrow eicape P,cres cf
An increasing number of people re- have heen nlanted
potatoes
upon the ruthless onward march of from death last Saturday
morning this year, something new for the Port regularly of the satisfactory
he fell over a cliff on the uiper tract, and reports for a good crop is sults from taking Foley Kidney Pills
giant corporations, in legislation for
pure food, pure drugs, employers' lia- - Gila where he, Will Fleming and Jar- - very favorable. The oats are looking an(3 commend their healing and cura-olMoses were on a fishing ind very fine, and conservative estimates tive qualities. Foley Kidney Pills are
bility and social justice nearly all of
these were the result of terrific strug- camping trip. He must have falle a place the yield per acre at fifty bush- - a carefully prepared medicine, guar-tota- l
of 150 feet and was uncouscims els. There are two thousand five hun-- ' anteed to contain no harmful or hab-fo- r
gles with the unwilling and defiant
over two hours. Will Farnswor.h dred acres of oats on the tract and it
No man, unless he had
congress.
forming drugs. They can have only
been a fighter of the courage anil made a flying run out there in lis they certainly look like ready money. a beneficial effect w'.en used for
and brought the injured man o Some of the farmers who are growing ney and bladder
quality of Roosevelt, could have over-- !
troubles, for barlr-towwhere an examination reyenlel potatoes have bpPn
come the opposition that massed it- digging jn the hjls ache rhe.jmati
weak back or ,
to see what is doing, and they say
self solidly against the President's re- nothing more serious than a
bago. So'd by all druggists,
crushed
ano
scratches
nose,
bone,
jaw
they have "spuds" big enough to eat
forms and constructive policies.
Mammoth pears seem to
No wonder that a man of this type bruises. Gene is thanking the fates right now
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
is
as stout as he is. otherwise be the favorite
of the that he
variety, and about a Department of the Interior
appeals to the imagination
have
there
might
wonno
" p,ant-- i
great American populace;
U' S' Lan(1 0ffl"
Santa Fe, N.
,
Maxwell Mail.
der that he stirs them to enthusiasm ferent tale to tel l.bilver
Mex., July 23, 1912.
and loyalty.
Notice is hereby given that Chas.
This description of Mr. Roosevelt
A. Siringo, son and heir of Bridget
CONVICT
MUTE
PROVES
oiment in 1904 for assault and
wou'd be Imcomplete, and would leave
who on June 11 1908, made
PUZZLE TO DOCTORS
Two years later he was giver Siringo,
an erroneous impreBSion, if I wove to
ARE SKEPTICAL. a i?ath sentence for his share in a Homestead Entry No. 144SG, for Lot
WHO
say nothing of the other side of his
SW
Sec. 3, N
KW 4
muiierous
break. He is a South 7; SW
character. What I have said pictures Even the Ether Test Failed to Loosen Carcjnian jail
Section 10, Township 10 N. Range 9
and
the
member
of
only
him as a man of tremendous Initiative,
Area 140.70 acres N. M. Meridian,
the Prisoner's Tongue After Silence his lmily to escape drowning at the
tremendous energy, and tremendous
of Nearly Three Years Under a time f the submergence of Charleston has fiIed notice of intention to mali0
fighting force. But this is only one
i
hv th. ti,i.,i
Death Sentence.
f
,cn. final Homestead 5 year proof, to. estab- lalm to
view of Mr. Roosevelt. As a friend,
above desenh
have
Repeat reprieves
thus far sav-- l?h before
a neighbor, a good fellow, a charming
U. S. Land Office at Santa
cd,
Sacramento, Cal., July 30 Evenjed hinfrom hanging, and prison
companion, a husba" 4 end father, he
ether test left alienists absolutely cials bieving that his muteness was Fe, N. M., on the 12th day of Septemman not undecided today whether Charles Car- - assume'i and
ber, 1012.
is likewise an exceptional
indicated
Insanity
Claimant names as witnesses: Geo.
so exceptional as in his mental and son, a convict in Folsom penitentiary,! brought about the
present investiga S
Tweedy of Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
physical powers, but very exceptional ted been stricken dumb or is sham tion.
.
Ben Romero of Sante Fe, N. Mex.
.
nevertheless.
,vv,
ming. He has not spoken a word in
"S1
Romero of Santa Fe, N. Mex..
?x
He has the keenest sense of humor two years and ten months.
assumed, ,e
insanity known Rumllo,
, Hnn(a the
Physicians say that although
as anDOnli, nr InnhtlHv
o
and a most kindly and boyish nature.
his
MANUEL R. OTERO.
" iiaryngea a,d pharyngeal organs. Car- His wide reading, his ample fund of
if he had talked, 60n also
Register.
reused to eat. Food was
knowledge and his vast experience Carson is not insane
.
with people and in great affa'rs has the negative result does not prove he forced u n mm, nowever, and. he re-NOTICE.
is insane.
mained ile.
equipped him to be, as he is, one of
Tn the Prnlinta Cnnpt nf iha r'nnntv nf
The common effect of ether is to From iat
But
the most entertaining of men.
time on he gave no sign
,
Snn, t,
Al,vi
loosen the tongue while the subject to
'
beyond all this, beyond all the qualianyonf that he was able to utter a In the niatLr o thp Kst
nf
out
is
of
or
under
its
effects,
coming
mentionI
ties and qualifications have
gound he nade his wants known
r,
j
was expeciea mat carson wouia and ans ered
miner, ueceaseu.
ed, he is a leader of men, a man who ti
and
questions by signs
Xo whom lt May Concern.
lose voluntary control of his vocal orhys:cians have found no
impresses his leadership on every- gans and reply to questions put to him shrugs.
Last wilI and testanient of James A.
about
all
evidence
of
who
man
inspires
physical disability which MiIlp, needed
body, a
No sound escaped
the
by
physicians.
all
is
c
and
would
about him,
se muteness, and have rehim, energizes
Notlce l8 hereby given that Monday
bis lips.
fused td
the test by electricity, thp flfth
an uplift to all about him.
t t
nf
Yet, when not under the influence which t try
j ajf wuiuu ue loriure. r ur o'clock a. in., of said day, and the
of the drug, Carson conversed with
rid
ther
of,
to
hard
are
ination
will
colds
be
made
get
Summer
today. court room of said court, at the
his examiners in his usual manner,
and frequently lead to asthma, bronand signs, and by pointing
county court house in the city of Sanby
shrugs
chitis and hay fever. Do not let your to letters in printed matter. He reta Fe, New Mexico, has been appointcold get a hold on you, but use Foley's fused by a shake of his head to write,
ed as the time and place of proving
is interested and should know
Honey and Tar Compound for quick although it Is known that his educathe will of said James A. Miller, derelief. W. H. Allen, Chelsea, Wis., tion makes him capable of it.
MARVEL Whirling Spray ceased.
i&enew vaginal synnga.
M. A. ORTIZ,
says: "We prefer Foley's Honey and
"What do you think will be done to
Best most convenient. It
Tar Compound to other cough medi- you If you are kept here?" he was
Clerk.
cleanses instantly.
cines because it quickly cures coughs asked.
Ask yc druggist fur it
By V. T. ALARID, Deputy.
h
if
If
cannot
suddIv
cold
a
ward
ofl
and coldn. It will
Carson gripped his neck with both WARE)., accept no other?
A Want Ad. in the New Mexican
Cal., formerly of this city, who has hands' to indicate the noose and raised bute ?.imD for Illustrated
It gives full particu
Contains no opiates. his right arm to indicate the gallows. lars d.
sees more people in one day than you
taken in time.
ardirpctlons i..vnluflhleto larltM. Mm-:- ,..m
can see in a month. Try one.
Sold by all drugg'isU.
Carson was sentenced to life impris- MAit CO., 44 a$t2Jd Sirwt.Naw UtVT
.
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FOR SALE BY

New Mexican Printing

Co-- ,

PUBLISHERS, SANTA FE, N. M.
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SUMMER TOURIST RATES
TO

4,

t

n

All Stations East and West
& Rio

tt

'

FROM
Stations on the Denver

r

v

NOW READY.

Grande

IN EFFECT

June 1st to September 30th

t.

m-i- -

..."

J

ie

Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.
For information as to rates, reservations,
etc., call on or write to any D. & R. Q. Agent or
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P. A., Santa Fe.

SUMMER
TOURIST
TICKETS

SEVEN

Fraternal Societies

FIGHTING LEADER

NEW MEXICO REPORTS

Price, $2.70.

PARTY'S

VAGE

.

r'T

FOR SALE Two slory residence on
alace avenue. Lot tnixlMO feet. O. C.
Watson A: Co.
i

SCMMKIt COTTACKS FOR RENT.
Log cabin on upper Pecos, twenty by
weuty-five- ,
furnished, pleasant location, near ranger station, mountain
view, hotel and iisliing. $1 per day.
Saddle horses reasonable.
C. E. Gold,
U'owles, N. M.
i

Elegantly Furntsnec! Rooms for Rent
elegantly furnished and hav-- :
ng all modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,
in the First National Bank building
Apply to F. M. Jones.

'Rooms

TYPEWRITERS.
adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchanged,
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guaranteed. Santa Fe Typiwriter Exchange. Phone
Cleaned,

WANTED 100.000 people to drink
the mineral, cool, clear water of the
Aztec Spring.
It can be procured
by applying to Mr. Henry Krick, who
furnishes same to all the leading saloons and drug stores in the city.
Why drink muddy water from the hydrant or pipes when you can drink
clear and beneficial water from thu
Aztec Spring.
CANDELARIO MARTINEZ,

Proprietor.
HERE TO STAY.
What poor excuses. "Oh, I haven't
Can't afford it." You can
;time."'
Ijid time to go to a picture show and
jSee a boy stab a cat with a toothpick.
After you are out of bed and washed,
(partly dressed or you'll fancy the
wot Id can't get on without you), ten
minutes will show you how easy the
P.. O. Shorthand is; then when you
iare through, you'll sing praises and
draw the money. Ua the ignorant,
uneducated, and lazy in mind, do thu
Emptying of the dust bins, sweep the
floor, or drive the burro,
Come in, say what you can afford
Yes, now; not some other
weekly.
II 's the sometimes tlhat
time.
drag
comes. You are
jon, and then
iih: loser, the longer you put it off.
Do come in and see signed
testimonials from: M. E. Academy and the
Ilelknnp Schools, ileaver, Utah. New-- j
Calif. Thistle
port Beach School,
District School, I'tah.
Prof. A. R. King, Scofield, Utah,
writes: "The students are intensely
ii terested in Prof.
Norton's Shorthand. He won the admiration
of
student
every
Winter
present.''
Quarters School; Greenriver,
Moab,
Monticello Public Schools, and County Superintendent of Grand County,
Utah.
Milton C. Potter, and J.
K. Keating, Superintendents.
Bessemer, Minneu.ua, Danforth, Columbian,
Summerfield
Irving, and
Public Schools, the Benedictine College and Fort Collins Agricultural
College.
Facts are Facts. Truth is Truth.
More evidence if you ask.
All commercial subjects taught.
The Santa Fe Business College, the
Business University of New Mexico.
--

e

A Want Ad. in the New Mexican
sees more people in one day than you
can see in a month. Try one.

e

-

On

Sale Daily, June 1st

Until Sept. 30, 1912.

n

IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
CHICAGO,
NEW YORK,

$50.35
$79.35

BOSTON,

ST. LOUIS,

$85.95
$44.35

BUFFALO,

ST. PAUL,

$69.85
$50.35

CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
WITH THE

n

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
AI IPOPNIA
fCALlrUlVniA
LOS ANGELES

and

Coin? via
'

Paso and Southern Pacific and returning
same route, or via A., T. & S. F.

El

SAN DIF.G0,

SAN FRANCISCO,

$46.90
For

$55.90

General Manager

N. M. C. R. R.,

7

Citnter

rob-be-

further information address Eugene Fox, Qen'l
Agt. 6. P. & 5. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or -

j). A. C00MER,

Pas-eng- er

4

SANTA FE, ,N. M.

4

2

t.

1

offl-th- e

t

NEW MEXICO

MILITARY
ROSWELL,

INSTITUTE
NEW MEXICO.

.

'TheWestPoint of the Southwest.'

Ranked as "Distinguished

Institution " by the
War Department.

1

rr j

U. S.

:

E. A. CAHOON,
E. RHEA,

President.

J.

J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. PuE, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.

For particulars and illustrated

cata-

logue, address,

(CL. JA5.W. W1LLS0N, Supt.

I)

er.

...
,T
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As a matter of fact, can
you figure your gross profits for last month and compare them with the same
month or season
of last
year? If you can't how do
know whether your business
Is increasing or decreasing?
If you can't make the same
comparison in the matter of
expenses, how do you know
what is producing
the increase or decrease?
We would like to talk
It will cost yon nothing,
to you a bit about this matter.

Burroughs

w.

H.

Adding Machine

long,

P. O. Box 702,

Co.,

Sales Manager.

El Paso, Texas1

'

Located in the beautiful Pecos
VBlIey.8,700 feetabove sea level,
sunshine every day. Oven air
work throughout the entire session.
Conditions (or physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard Eastern colleges.
Ten buildings,
modern in every respect.
Regents

You--Retail-

kid-aut-

et(

v,

j

j.

1

Ast

t;

HI

-

Every Woman
I

Is

CLEVELAND.

0.,

AND

$63.00

NATIONAL CONVENTION
FRATERNAL

ORDER OF EAGLES.
Aug. 12th to 17th, 1912
Dates of Sale,
Aug 2nd to 4th, 1912.
Return Limit, . . August 14th, 1912.
See Santa Fe Agents (or Particulars,
H. S. LUTZ,

Ajt,

Santa

Fe, N. M.

PAGE E.GHT

ANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

Tells Consasratives How
Es Got Weil

THE HOME OF
Quality Groceries

ir

i
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The following letter from the office of the vice preMiteni. of the Den
ver and Rio Grar.de railroad was received at the office of the corporation
commission and explains iuelf:
Mr. Hugh H.
Williams, chairman,
state corporation commission, Sanof' lkiiiins Alterative. Kent!
ta Fe, New Mexico.
what it diil in ibis ense:
Dear Sir Yours of the 23 inst..
Del.
tic'.i West Street. Wilmington.
I
was with accompanying
n In Jnimnry,
"Gentli-iI'.his,
copy of letter
taken Kith heiiirnrisuK-- s of the hmz. from Mr. Frank
authorized
Staplin,
of
lead
oiie
Slv
mi;
.jo
I
Siiid tti.it it was Inn:; trouble.
representative of the Farminston
I
Imt
in
Sot
nil
milk
a
iimiiiiilici.
took ckis
Fruit Growers' Association, complain
very weak, and I '!C)t oil working in the
stoic. 'I'lie doctors said I would not iiain ing about the transportation of inter
in weisht as ions! s I stayed ir. the siore,
state shipments of fruit from that sec
but I kept on w.u'khit: ami prayed eaili
tion, received.
niihl net well. I believeI". my
day that
A
tor Mr.
weic ;,lisvvii-t;.Recently we transferred additional
A
Mppi'icutt. my cniplnycr (l.ippiucott
standard gauge equipment to the
.f to ;iH Market
Co.. I).'!:artliicnt Sunt'.
.
Wilmington, Del. I, had learned of Farmington branch for the purpose of
a remedy cubed iGeknmn's Alterative tlial
taking care of these shipments and
had done nival soml. and upon bis
le'aail taking It lit once.
have conferred with the shippers as
I contiuuecJ
This ".is about June.
of transporting
faiiiifullj. v.siii',' no other remedy, and, to the best methods
their fruit, and it is believed that the
llnuly noticed the cleurbii: of the lunas.
hieo.1
of
olimiUs
old
be
v.ppeitied to
matter has been arranged to the encoming up. I now have no trouble with
Bekin in s tire satisfaction of all concerned. We
mr iiuu's.
liiinly h I
sent my spit
Alterative saved my life.
certainly propose to do rv ei mint
tie later to the St..:e Hoard of Health
'.vniiiiicd tor tuberculosis bacilli, aim
within oar power, wibh the facilities
i.i.m.l.
were
in l'f
at command to meet the require- My mother died from Consumption
was about two years old.
.vh"n
so that otiiers
"1 niake this siatemcnt
hope we may be able to do so.
amy learn ol the won lerful merits of
AGENTS AT BARRANCA
mail's Altert.tlve.
regard my recov

fs

i

HARROWING

:

physi.-ian-

j

1

Meals

riiia.ci.lous."
-.l
JAS. SQl'lUI-.Sn's A. lenitive is eileef.ve in l'.ron
I liroat
and
ay
liitis. Asti.r.ia.
utibnil. linn the
bum; Troubles, ami in pc:..-"ni.i s not toinaisi
vsicin.
Ask tor booklet
r habil formihi; dross.
to Kckman
if cured eases and write
for more
I'a
l'iii.aae'..iiia,
Laboratory,
bv
all leaibm! (irilKUists am
'.oee. For sale
jy Zooli's Parmacy. Santa Fe.
as

Always
On

'

einu

TRES P1F.DRAS.
at
The hearing regarding agents
Barranca and Tres Piedras on the D.
& R. (!. has been on before the corAND

Tap

!

WILSON IS

OF

A NEW CARLOAD

WATERMELONS

F.ANDREWS
Phone 4.

A

j

BUSY MAN.

You Here

Essinger as witnesses. The deci
sion by the corporation board was
taken under advisement.
Mr.

I

x-

il

-

1

JHEJEWELER.
HEADQUATERS

FOR

;

-

HIGH-GRAD-

HAE

YOUR WATCH
OCCASIOXALLV
WATCH will run without

CLEANED

A
ery

Watches
and
Clocks.

oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinbut it needs both occasion-

ally.

51'

If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil ami a cleaning
hbee a year. It will increase the
li e and accuracy of your watclk
7eave your watch with us

E

" Time Pieces That Are
Reliable."

to-U-

m

"fry-- an ;n.wMif f f7WT7VVrrF's",:"-''

if a

E--

Read it.

H

07.?

Sl

BT

M-a-
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The confession of Rose, and the ar
rest and indictment of Becker created
a sensation in the police department.
That an investigation will be undertaken by the city in the police de
partment appeared to be a foregone
conc;llsion

Santa Fe,

Plaza Market Co.

Jidrsnai.

Phone 92.

N. M.

WOMAN'S BOoflRD
cHSKS FOR IT
The Woman's Board of Trade pass-ed the following resolution at its

Carpenters,
Contractors

soft

1

District Attorney Whitman that Ros- - last meeting:
enthal was a thorn in Becker's side.
Whereas, as our capitol is situated
Becker had pressed Rosenthal to the in a residence district and has ample
wall, according to Rose, and Rosen- - shade anu grass it is well adapted to
thai had threatened publicity.
Six fill the present need of a public park,
weeks before the killing, Rose says,
Therefore, be it resolved, That the
Becker sent for him and said Rosen- - secretary of the Woman's Board of
thai must be made away with. Rose Trade
and
Association,
Library
says he saw "Big Jack" Selig to convey to the capitol custodian com- make a deal for his gun men. A few mittee the desire of the Woman's
days before the killing, Rose says he Board of Trade, that the grounds
Imet Webber and Becker and while about the capitol building be supplied

Latest sporting news in the Santa
Fe New Mexican.

t tuxie .lack
b,eulaK '""'"-i- , or
is, and' Dago Frank Cirofici.
Only Cirofici has been apprehended.
These gun men, members of the notorious "Big Jack" Selig gang, plied
themselves with liquor and then went
out ana snot Kosentnal tor a price
said to be So.onn.
"Bald Jaolo" Rose, gambler, who
says he was Becker's gambling house
foSlector, felt the ground slipping
from under him day by day.
"If you see to it that my wife and
'dhildren are protected I'll come
across and tell the truth," Rose told
1

!

A;--

R!

;rtyJ-i-

THE VISIT OF MR. GETTS.
From Los Angeles, came last we k,
for a few day's stay, Mr. T. P. Getts,
one of the hustling spirits of the Cali- fornia city and the man who restored
"Ramona's Home" from the old worn
down adobe building, transforming it
into a villa surrounded by beautiful
gardens of flowers and hav ing within
ita walls n mnse-i-i- i
nf treasures Here
Mr. Getts, who knows what,
people
like for pleasure, g'ves a most iiui'.iua
It has
entertainment for tourists.
become one of the interesting sights
of the coast.
Mr. Getts was deiigiitci with Sar-t- a
Fe and spent som-.- hours wilh
Secretary Harris of th-- chamber of
commerce, giving some splendid suggestions, based on his wide exped
ience, as to the beautifying and ndvertising of Santa Fe. Ha said that
no city in America had the ml van- J'.ikI
tages this old town possesses,
he urged that we make more of them.
One thing was noticeable, Mr. Get's
had more postcards showing the beau-- I
ties of the old spot of Ramona's mar
riage than Santa Fe has of all tho
This
points of interest about us.
visit of Mr. Getts should be of advantage in giving us pointers that may
work to our own good.

-

j
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Trenton, N. J., July :j0. Upturning
to the capitol on his weekly. Governor
Woodrow Wilson had a long confer
ence with Senators Mark Smith, of
Arizona, and Kllison of South Carolina, and later lunched with J. Taylor
Elyson, former lieutenant governor oi
Virginia.
In the conference with the senators
the Arizonian urged the governor to
treat t'he tariff in 'his acceptance '
speech in such a way that it would in
spire the confidence of the business
lucn of the country.

1

4

The
today.
poration commission
Tres Piedras case was taken tin at
ten this morning with E. B. Seward
as complaining witness,
appearing
Judge uuignim appeared tor tue complainants and A. B. Renehan for the
company. 1 he decision Dy tne com- -

el

Here

j
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Satisfying

-

1

!!.

Gratifying

u

addal

stu-ct-

Appetizing,

is the difference
between
prlzn ficht and our meat shop?

What

TESTIMONY iS

I

it;

d

EVELINE H. CRICHTON,
do it for him. Now Bridgie you can
Acting President.
get it done. They all know you. You
ANITA J. CHAPMAN,
have got the money and I have got
the power. I'll protect everybody."
Secretary.
In addition to this request for an
Rose and Webber say they believed
of our park privileges the
' Hecker would send them
away and enlargement
had the power to do it. Then the Woman's Board ask that a drinking
be placed on tine capitol
murder plot unfolded itself quickly fountain
is'
i"": " l ve.y niVi .
Monday night came and with it the
by usjng the pipe which
comphshed
for the gun men to get together, i
Rose told how he got the assassins alrea y leads to a dlsused ornamental
ROSE SAYS "I WILL TELL ALL IF MY together and how after the killing he fountain on the north side of the
went over to the hotel Metropole to grounds, nd would be an attractive
WIFE AND CHILD ARE PROTECTsee how the job had been done. When feature as well as one of utility. This
be arranged so easily and would
THE ROSENTHAL MURDER Rosenthal lay dead upon the sidewalk ,couId
ED."
with a table cloth spread over him,;be 80 useful hat t seems as " thre At the
uld be ""
excuse for uot takmg
prize fight, you see rounds of
PLOT UNFOLDED SWIFTLY, AND A Rose says he telephoned Lieutenant
o ll'
but here you see pounds of
pound,
Dy;advantage
unnerved
so
was
he
but
Eecker,
The sentiment seems to be strongly
MOST ASTOUNDING
STORY
round!
the shock that he could only gasp;
l'ark r0miin favor o
"My God, this is horrible."
"Becker," Rose says in his confes-OIL PRICE CUT AGAIN.
sion, replied over the wire in steady!
PORTERHOUSE and SIRLOIN
New York, July 30. The Standard
I'll
don't
worry.
"Oh,
protect1
New York, July 30. Herford Mar- voice:
Oil Company announced a reduction
Will "
Short Steakv Flank,
shall, counsel for "Jack Sullivan''. n'f tho
makT?noo sn va . of 10 points in refined petroleum,
mnrriwora
be-!
(Jacob Reich), the
cents
10:
cases
in
refined
inS
per
These poor devils did not know what
Round Steak, Pork Steak,
cents and
jjieiuemini jiecners anu
Mthey were doing. They were full of gallon' refined in tanks
Rose, now held in the tombs in con
cents.
S.35
in
barrels
That's About
standard white
nection with tihe case announced this boZ9; The' n;ld been told to kill,
and they went out and did what they
STEEL TRUST PAYS UP.
The Way They Rank !
United
New York, July 30. The
tell all he knew on the witness stand, were told."
The Mere Mention
and that his story would prove more' Speaking of Becker and his alleged States Steel Corporation today
witih gambling, Rose said:!clared its regular quarterly dividends
astounding than any yet told.
Of The Above Choice Cuts
"Why, of course, I was Becker's col-- i of 1
per cent on their common
The indictment and arrest of Po- lector. Everybody knew it."
cent on the pre-stock and 1
per
Should Bring
lice Lieutenant Charles Becker, las"
Lieutenant Becker, who has been f erred stock.
night, for the murder of the gambler, suspended spent a quiet night in the
NOTICE
Herman Rosenthal, followed soon af- Tombs. "This is an awful
Post-Hasteplight for!
!
ter the confessions of "Bald Jack" an innocent man to find himself
The "ndeigned, city marslial, by
in,'
'
Rose, "Bridgie" Webber, and Harrv said Becker this
vested in me by the ordiauthority
morning.
xValIon, revealed todtry to District At
How 'Good They'll Taste !
The three prisoners, Rose, Webber nance o tbe cit' of Santa Fe- on the 2nd da' o August, 1912, at
(ornpy whitman, the " police system"
Vallon. were in a state of terror
10 'cIot,k aThe confes- jn all ltg hideousness.
sell at public auction
today, though locked in tbe district at-- 1
fions ghow that tlhe murderers were
10 the highest bidder, for cash, one
bv a
r
horse with the brand A. M. X oa
e"

Tuberculosis is sftiil to lie curable by
nir nml taking
shuiily liviiiir In tlie op.-i:llil nil!k.
of fresh
Ml illuinti.uiiie
anne
lire
Vlidmnl!y,
ill this way: but tho
renioily
Altoi-iltivfor Consumption Is
Do iill you possiWIy van to mhl to Hi.onth
ami liH'rt-'iisweight, :it wholosomo. nour-isl'in- s
liicatln; tilt' clo;i..ct uul
food, au-.purest air then, to the sensible i things ot
.u'rative
the tonic :n
add
tis'it llvhii!,

H

the three were talking it over Becker with fifty (50) benches, and a drink-:saito Webber: "This job has got in g fountain for the accommodation
to be done and Rose says they won't ol the public.
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We specialize on
TOOLS of QUAL-

ITY.

the

All of

standard

lines

Can Be Found

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Here.

Supply Company

AT THE CLARENDON GARDEN
Located One Block East from

Old

San Miguel Church.

Phone Black 12.
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Down Town Stand hi Butt Bros.' Drug Store.
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O ONE WANTS TO
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THROW AWAY MONEY ON SHOES! Even if its only
50 ctsi or one dollar. You can waste money on shoes as quickly as on anything! perhaps quicker, for what looks like leather is often " a horse of another
color." Apart from wasting money, are you tired
to your shoes. Are you a
little less wll dressed than a person of your means should be? look to your shoes.
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ct a quality that

ctl. . r choc r.i tho price.
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This store luys liberally and has such an intimate knowledge of what, every
the United States can do and is doing in the way of making Footwear,
that we always have the best at the lowest price consistent with the quality. But
with a capital Bthe bedrock foundation on which our business is built is Quality.

manu-facturerer- in

who follows the style'
t ) rlt. c with the
K
0 tho woman who
thinks 1.3 of c.yie r.r.d more of comfort
One r;ei3 crylj ph:s cemfori: i!ie odier comfort

hey bot
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not obtainable in any

I'na cf Amcrcan Lady Shoes in the newest and best
?. lr.rr"?
Vc h
f C)r.foris
Come in and let us
r Spring anJ Sur.1r.1er wear.
r:yl"
ho .7 ; ju v'-.--t
red shoo sstisfaction is.
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MAKE THIS STORE YOUR STORE TO BUY SHIES

Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Cloths.
'A

YOU CAN'T DO BETTER

--

DON'T THINK YOU CAN DO AS WELL.

NATHAN SALMON

D

